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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Total Luminescence Spectroscopy (TLS) is a new experimental

technique suitable for studying excitation-dependent emission

processes. The data obtained from TLS, a Ttoo-Dimensional

Spectrum (TDS), may be represented as intensity values over the

excitation-emission plane. In the past TLS has been mainly

applied in the quantitative and qualitative analysis of

mixtures containing luminescent molecules. In this chapter,

the conventional instrumentation of these standard applications

is reviewed and the goals of this thesis are presented;

research involving innovative applications of TLS to pboto-

physical chemistry and the development of modern

phosphorescence decay measurement techniques.

1.1 MOTIVATION

The luminescence of any sample is inherently multidimensional, since

it involves the absorption of light of a given frequency, vex, and the

emission of light of a different frequency vem. However, most conven¬

tional molecular applications of luminescence are not excitation

wavelength dependent and may be easily understood with the help of the

Jablonski diagram (fig. 1.1) and typical molecular behaviour patterns.

When a molecule is excited above the S10 level, very rapid internal

conversion ensures that the molecule relaxes to the S10 level. This

level typically has a lifetime of the order of some nanoseconds and may

give rise to fluorescence. The shape of the fluorescence spectrum is
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Singlet Triplet

Fla. 1.1 Jablonski energy level diagram for an idealized molecule.

therefore independent of the excitation frequency. Moreover, intersystem

crossing from Sj may lead to a population of the triplet manifold. The

radiative transition from the triplet states to the ground state Is

called phosphorescence, and since these transitions are spin forbidden

they have much longer lifetimes, from milliseconds to some seconds. Very

effective non-radiative decay processes in fluid solutions make the

observation of phosphorescence extremely difficult at room temperature,

therefore phosphorescence is usually observed at cryogenic temperatures.

Again internal conversion ensures that the molecules relax to the vibra-

tionless Tj state, and the shape of the phosphorescence spectrum is

generally independent of excitation frequency. These facts also lead to

an excitation spectrum that is independent of the wavelength at which it

is monitored. These facts may be summarized in Kasha's rule: polyatomic

molecular entities luminesce with appreciable yield only from the lowest

excited state of a given multiplicity.

Conventional analytical applications of luminescence spectroscopy

rely on this simplifying generality. Analytical luminescence methods

2



have the advantage that they are both highly sensitive and specific.

This allows the detection of very low concentrations; and in this regime

the luminescence is proportional to concentration. With the help of

internal or external standards the absolute concentration of a known

species in a sample may be determined [Har50]. This is certainly one of

the most widely used procedures in analytical luminescence spectroscopy.

The analysis of mixtures of luminescent molecules has been carried out by

varying the excitation and monitoring wavelengths to achieve an accept¬

able selectivity. Optimum selectivity may be achieved by narrow band

excitation and an emission resolution better than that of the component

with the smallest bandwidth. Alternatively and/or additionally, the

temperature may be lowered to decrease the bandwidths, thereby increasing

the selectivity and the number of components that may be successfully

assigned. However, for complex molecules with broad-band absorption and

emission spectra, the selectivity of this approach decreases rapidly as

the number of components increases.

Total Luminescence Spectroscopy (TLS) is a technique that may be

used when the molecular system under investigation does not behave in a

Kasha fashion. TLS may also be used advantageously in the analysis of

mixtures: here the system has a non-trivial excitation energy

dependence. That is, TLS is best applied to systems that have an

excitation-dependent emission and inherently utilizes the

multidimensionality of the luminescence. Indeed, most of the applica¬

tions of TLS are in the analysis ot mixtures of Polynuclear Aromatic

Hydrocarbons (PAHs) [Gie77, Gie78], whereas some recent innovative

investigations report the use of TLS to photophysical chemistry [Sut82,

Kal85], The TLS technique measures the emission intensity as a function

of both the excitation and emission wavelengths. The data obtained from

TLS is a Two-Dimensional Spectrum (TDS). A TDS may be thought of as a

matrix of intensity values with indices corresponding to emission and

excitation wavelengths.
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Fig. 1.2 The Two-Dimensional Spectrum (TDS) of perylene in ethanol at

room temperature in two representations: (a) isometric projection and

(b) contour plot (arrow shows direction of view for a)



The characteristics of a TDS of a compound obeying the Kasha rule

may be seen in fig. 1.2. In this case the TDS of the molecule may be

represented by the product of the emission and absorption spectra:

I<7em-»ex> " k • ^em* • *<5ex> <1-1>

where E(vem) * shape function of the emission spectrum

A(vex) = shape function of the absorption spectrum

and k = scaling constant.

This separation of the TLS into an excitation (absorption) and an emis¬

sion spectrum can be seen in the characteristic pattern of the contour

plot (fig. 1.2a); all the local minima and maxima lie on distinct local

grids.

Fig. 1.3 Contour plot of the TDS of a sample containing six polynuclear

aromatic hydrocarbons: perylene, fluoranthene, tetracene. dimethyl-

anthracene, chrysene and anthracene, (from [Ho81])
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Fig. 1.3 shows a contour plot of a mixture of six PAHs. It is visu¬

ally obvious that this is a multicomponent system because the emission

profile changes several times with the variations in the excitation

wavelength. A similar conclusion may be made with respect to variations

in the excitation spectra with emission wavelength. Indeed, the number

of different profiles observed is an indication of the number of

luminescent components present.

This spectrum may be analysed in terms of the individual subspectra,

viz:

^otal^em^em) " I ki- Ei<?em> • Ai<*em> U-2'

i

where the subscript i refers to the ith component and lii!6

The characteristic rectangular grid pattern of the individual subspectra

is also apparent in local segments, where one of the compounds dominates.

However, the regions of spectral overlap are quite complex and are not

easily understood.

1.2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

1.2.1 DATA ACQUISITION

The first reported TDS were recorded by Weber, consisting of 3x3 or

4x4 intensity matrices. The spectra were obtained by a series of

individual measurements after manually setting both the emission and

excitation monochromators [Web61], Weber also provided an analysis of

his TDS, showing that he could determine the number of components in his

samples of human serum albumin and sodium naphthionate. Since then, a

number of techniques and instruments for recording TDS have been

developed. A spectral resolution appropriate to the spectral features of

the sample is usually provided, and some of the instruments are fully

automated.
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Most of these spectrometers, including those commercially available,

are based on conventional luminescence spectrometers, with two identical

monochromators to provide the selectivity in the excitation and emission

domains: the system of Schachter and Haenni [Sch64] obtained the TDS

from a series of synchronous scans (vide infra) with increasing

wavelength differences, AX, utilizing hardware-controlled monochromators,

and the raw data (the TLS) was photographed directly from an oscillo¬

scope. Other hardware systems, providing sequential emission scans with

varying excitation wavelengths have been developed [0Ha73]. Rho and

Stuart's [Rho78] hardware-controlled TLS spectrometer generates the

contour plots automatically, without digital data processing.

A computer-controlled spectrometer that utilizes the sequential scan

principle for the data collection has been constructed [Hau75]. It

allows the completely automatic recording and data storage of the entire

TDS. A high-resolution computer-controlled spectrometer equipped with a

photon-counting detector for measurements of low temperature speotra has

also been described [Sut82b] and has been used as the basis instrument in

this work. This spectrometer acquires the TDS with equidistant data

points on the wavenumber scale rather than in the more usual wavelength

scale. The principles of operation and the improvements made to this

instrument are described in detail in chapter 2. A number of commercial

instruments using two equivalent monochromators, producing the TDS by

scanning of the emission nonochromator, linear in the wavelength scale,

at different excitation wavelengths, are available [Spe82, Per83].

These instruments have the distinct advantage that the spectral

resolution in either domain is easily variable, and that the entire

spectral information is obtained from the same section of the sample

volume (vide infra), but the disadvantage that the data acquisition time

can be quite long.

In contrast to the single detector systems described above a range

of multidetector systems have been developed to measure TDS [War7S].

These multidetector systems rely on a 2-dimensional detector array and

crossed polychromators for their operation. A polychromatic excitation

beam is produced by focusing the image of the excitation lamp on the

entrance slit of a monochromator mounted on its side. With the exit slit
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Fig. 1.4 A Total Luminescence Spectrometer with crossed polychromators

(schematic). The emission polychromator is oriented perpendicular to the

excitation polychromator (after [War75]).

removed, the sample is irradiated along its vertical axis by light of

varying wavelengths. That is, substances which absorb most strongly in

the red region of the spectrum will fluoresce most strongly near the top

of the cuvette, whereas substances which absorb most strongly in the blue

will fluoresce most strongly near the bottom of the cuvette. The inten¬

sity distribution of the emission along the vertical axis thus represents

the excitation spectrum of the sample. This emission is focused on the

entrance slit of the emission polychromator (a similar monochromator with

its exit slit removed), which disperses the light in horizontal direc¬

tion. Since this monochromator preserves the spatial information in the

vertical direction, the spectral distribution of the emission coming from

different vertical positions in the sample, i.e. from different excita¬

tion wavelengths, may be observed along the horizontal axis of the

quadratic exit window of the emission polychromator (see fig. 1.4).

Using image intensifiers and a video camera, Warner et al. [War75]

have developed a system based on this principle that allows 241 emission

spectra with different excitation wavelengths to be recorded in 16.7ms.

A computer-controlled version of this instrument with accumulation and

8



smoothing facilities has also been described [Joh77, Joh79]. Hornig

[Hor80] has used an Image intensified 2-dimensional photodiode array

connected to a powerful computer system to provide a versatile instrument

for TLS.

These instruments all have short data collection times. However,

they rely on a spatially homogeneous and optically perfect samples; which

may not be easily guaranteed at cryogenic temperatures.

Hybrid systems using a linear-array detector attached to the emis¬

sion polychromator and a conventional excitation monochromator have also

been described [Tal78]. These systems have the advantage of short data

collection times and do not require optically homogeneous samples. The

distinct disadvantage of these systems is that the emission resolution

may not be varied easily.

1.2.2 DATA REPRESENTATION

TDS are usually plotted as contour maps (fig. 1.2a) [Gie77, Gie78,

Sut82b]. In addition to the direct method (vide supra), these plots may

easily be obtained from the intensity matrix stored in a computer using

standard graphics software. Choosing different contour values may be

helpful in the visual analysis of TDS [Kal85]. In many cases, a

logarithmic intensity scale yields a more informative picture of the

spectrum than the usual linear scale. Matrix representations of the

Excitation Emission Matrix (EEM) with dots of different brightness are

less common Uoh77, Joh79, Hor80].

Three-dimensional representations in isometric projection

(fig. 1.2a) are obtained as a real-time display in the video fluorimeter

of Warner et al. [War75]. These projections may also be generated using

standard computer graphics software. Compared to contour maps, central

perspective projections are considerably less valuable in the analysis of

the TDS since practically no quantitative information (e.g. peak posi¬

tions) may be read from them directly. Nevertheless, they may serve as a

helpful supplement to give a good overview of the whole TDS and help

orientation on the contour map. Three-dimensional representations have

9



also been helpful in the discussion of and to qualitatively compare data

analysis procedures for TDS [War77a, Fog81].

1.2.3 DATA ANALYSIS

In many applications, TLS was used as a fingerprint method, espe¬

cially for complicated multicomponent samples; e.g. the analysis of oil

in water has received particular attention [Hor74, Hor76, JohSlabc,

Sou83] and the analysis of biological material [Dav82], Giering analyzed

the TDS of mixtures by visual pattern recognition: comparison with the

pure component TDS and symmetry considerations [Gie78]. None of these

analyses provide quantitative estimates of the concentrations of the

components present.

The original work of Weber [1961] provided the basis for a mathemat¬

ical treatment of TDS in analytical chemistry: The rank of the EEM was

used to determine the number of emitting species in the solution.

Giering [1978] suggested a method for the calculation of the concen¬

tration of N known components in a mixture by solving a system of N

linear equations of the form:

I<X«'W =}°j • Aj(Xem'»-ex> «»>

where J « 1,N and AjC^eu'^ex) = normalized luminescence intensity of

the j-th component at the point O-emAe,,)-

The reference TDS are used in this method to select the spectral points

that lead to the simplest equations, i.e. those points where spectral

overlap is minimal. This method may only be applied when all the

component spectra are known.

Least-squares and Non-Negative Least Sum of Errors procedures have

been proposed [War77b, Ste60] and were also found to be suitable only if

the components were known. The rank annihilation method [Ho78, Ho80]

enables the concentration of known components to be determined in a

mixture even in the presence of unknown components.
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The 'eigenanalysis-method' of Warner et al. [1977a] enables the

calculation of unknown spectra in a two-component mixture under defined

conditions. The authors list the estimated ambiguities in the calculated

spectra of the components as a function of the spectral overlap.

In cases where it is possible to change the relative contribution of

the individual emitting species to the total luminescence in a mixture of

completely unknown components. It has been shown [Fog82] that it is

possible to obtain the spectra of the pure components by the 'ratio

method'. Such changes may be obtained, for example, by chemical extrac¬

tion or by the addition of a quenoher to the solution.

Recently 2-dimensional smoothing has been applied to EEM data to

improve the quantitative value of the data with marginal success [Ros84],

Instrumental advances, such as the correction of the TDS for inten¬

sity profiles of the excitation sources, the transmittance of the optics

and the sensitivity curves of the detectors, may improve the quality of

the analysis methods discussed (vide supra). Advances in the algorithms

for data treatment of TDS may be expected from the application of digital

pattern matching and image processing.

1.2.4 SYNCHRONOUS LUMINESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY

Synchronous Luminescence Spectroscopy (SLS) has been described as a

method to improve the selectivity of conventional luminescence

spectroscopy by taking advantage of the ability to vary both the excita¬

tion and emission wavelengths during a measurement [Llo71a]. In this

method, the excitation and emission monochromators are scanned simultane¬

ously, so that a constant wavelength difference is maintained between the

monochromators [VoD82], SLS has been used in the analysis of crude and

automobile engine oils [VoD81a, Eas78, Joh76, Llo71bcd, Wak77],

PAHs [VoD78, VoD81b] and pharmaceuticals [And77]. These applications

have made use of fluorescence, low temperature phosphorescence and room

temperature phosphorescence. Selection of the optimal wavelength differ¬

ence between the excitation and emission monochromators, AX, is perhaps

the most Important parameter in successful application of SLS. The

11
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Fig. 1.5 Schematic representation of a TDS in relation to the conven¬

tional excitation and emission scans, and to the synchronous scan.

limits in the increased sensitivity of SLS over conventional fluorimetry

for analytical purposes has been discussed [And79]. It has been pointed

out [Wei78] that the analytical information obtained from SLS may be

derived from the TDS: A synchronous scan corresponds to a cut in the TDS

with a straight line with Xem = Xex + AX (see fig. 1.5).

A modified synchronous-excitation experiment has been described

[Inm82], where the scan is made on a straight line in the energy scale

(v. =

ve_
- Av). This is more reasonable from the physical point of

view. This technique has some advantages over the standard method

(linear in wavelength), particularly, in the analysis of mixtures of

PAHs. These compounds show well structured spectra with vibration bands

of similar frequencies, which therefore lie on a straight line in the

wavenumber rather than in the wavelength scale. Similarly, a synchronous

scan conducted in the wavenumber domain may be easily obtained from a TDS

also measured in the wavenumber domain. This intimate relationship is

utilized extensively in the measurement of the TDS (see chapter 2).

12



1.3 OTHER MULTIDIMENSIONAL LUMINESCENCE TECHNIQUES

Total Luminescence Spectroscopy may be related to other

multiparametric techniques as far as the data treatment is concerned; in

particular to other spectrofluorometric methods in which the intensity is

measured as a function of two or more parameters. For example,

multichannel detection systems have been used to resolve the fluorescence

of compounds separated by thin layer chromatography [Gia81]:

Ifl = IflUem,Rt) d.4)

where Rt - retention time

The extent of reaction may also be followed in a multiparametric

fashion [Aln61]:

Jfl - ^WW (1-5)

where tRot - reaction time

Time-Resolved Spectroscopy (TRS) is another important example. The

fluorescence and phosphorescence lifetimes of a molecule supply addi¬

tional information in the characterization of a molecules photophysics.

This can be particularly important if the luminescent molecules have a

significant overlap in the excitation and emission bands and are

difficult to resolve on the basis of the TDS alone [Knu82, Kno81]. The

luminescent lifetime may be the missing distinguishing characteristic.

The luminescence decay may be obtained as a function of a wavelength

(typically emission but may also be excitation) and time after termina¬

tion of the excitation pulse:

13



h - ii<*«|«.t) (1.6)

where Xem|ex = either emission or excitation wavelength

Since the time scales of fluorescence and phosphorescence typically

differ by a factor of 10'-109 the experimental techniques used to measure

the time-resolved fluorescence spectra [Can84] and the time-resolved

phosphorescence spectra are quite dissimilar. New instrumentation and

analysis methods for phosphorescence TRS are presented in chapter 2.

1.4 APPLICATIONS

1.4.1 ANALYTICAL STUDIES

TLS has been widely applied in the analysis of mixtures of PAHs in

view of their importance as air and water pollutants. All the instru¬

ments and data analysis procedures described have been tested with such

mixtures. The concentrations of up to six components have been deter¬

mined accurately [Ho81]. N-Heterocycles have also been studied by Gier¬

ing. The TLS were recorded at 77 K in order to observe the

phosphorescence of non-fluorescent compounds [Gie77, Gie78].

A second Important application of TLS is the study of oil in water,

which has been promoted by Horning and John: TLS has been utilized to

ascertain the concentration of crude oil in water and to characterize oil

samples coming from different sources [Hor74, Hor76]. Time-resolved

phosphorescence TLS has also been demonstrated [Ho82].

14



1.4.2 NON-ANALYTICAL STUDIES

The spectral analysis of mixtures of different porphines has been

made [War77a, Gia81] using TLS. Biological material has been studied by

TLS: Weber [1961] assigned the luminescence of human serum albumin to

the superposition of the emissions of tryptophan and thyrosine contained

in the protein. Further, he found in addition to the normal fluorescence

an emission of sodium naphthionate in alkali solution that could be

ascribed to molecules which have lost a proton from the amino group dur¬

ing the excited state lifetime. The aging of nematodes has been

characterized using TLS [Dav82], whereas the matrix method of Weber was

applied in describing the fluorescence of Chlorella Pyrenoldosa [W1169].

Further applications of TLS include the real-time monitoring of the

effluents in liquid chromatography [Her81],

The use of TLS to study the influence of H-bond formation on the

phosphorescence spectrum of benzo[a]phenazine has been recently

described [Sut82a]. On the basis of translational symmetry within the

TDS (i.e. shifts of the excitation spectra and emission spectra) it has

been shown that this molecule has two forms in ethanol at 77 K.

Furthermore, Suter used TLS to characterize the Shpol'skii sites of

benzo[a]phenazine at 4.2 K [Sut82b]. Moreover. TLS has been applied to

simplify the analysis of energy selection spectra, an example being

pyrene in ethanol at 4.2 K [Sut83],

1.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter the principles of Total Luminescence Spectroscopy

(TLS) and the measurement of Two-Dimensional Spectra (TDS) have been

elucidated. The conventional instrumentation available to the

spectroscopist has been discussed. Furthermore, the applications of TLS

to analytical chemistry, together with the methods of analysis have been

reviewed. Despite its broad application in analytical chemistry the

technique of TLS has rarely been applied in pbotophysical investigations.

15



This thesis presents:

• the implementation of fast and efficient TLS acquisition

techniques for a high-resolution luminescence spectrometer (see

chapter 2).

e the development of computer-controlled phosphorescence decay meas¬

urement facilities, with a microsecond time-scale and appropriate

analysis methods (see chapter 2).

e the application of these experimental techniques in the analysis

of excitation-dependent spectra (see chapters 3 and 4).

16



CHAPTER 2

THE MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES.

This chapter desoribes the experimental techniques developed to

measure Two-Dimensional Spectra (TDS) and Phosphorescence Life¬

times (PL). The Improvements made to the spectrometer software

are presented. Methods of analysis for the IDS and the PL are

detailed.

2.1 THE SPECTROMETER

The computer-controlled high-resolution spectrometer used consists

of an excitation and an emission double monochromator (Spex 1402:

dispersion 0.5 nm/mm slit width), a 2.5 kV high pressure Ze lamp and a

RCA 31034 photomultiplier (PM), run in the 'single photon counting mode'

as detector. The monochromators are controlled directly by a computer;

slew speeds up to 10 nm/sec and scan speeds of 1 nm/sec may be achieved.

A shutter protects the detector should the monochromators cross or come

within a safety limit. A second shutter ensures that the excitation

light is only applied during the measurement. Two photon counting

channels are available, and with the phosphoroscope, both the

fluorescence and phosphorescence may be obtained simultaneously. Correc¬

tion for the wavelength dependence of the excitation source was made by

replacing one of these signals with the output from a quantum counter.

Further details concerning the steady state measurement techniques may be

found elsewhere [Gre79, Sut82, Bur84].
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The temperature ranges from 77 to 300 K, and from 4.2 to 300 K, were

covered by Oxford DN704 and CF204 cryostats, respectively. All

luminescence measurements utilized a front face geometry unless otherwise

stated. This allowed the use of samples with relatively high optical

densities. The spectra were not corrected for the characteristics of the

excitation or detection systems unless explicitly stated.

2.2 THE COMPUTER

2.2.1 HARDWARE

The computer system dedicated to the control of the spectrometer is

a DEC LSI 11/23 equipped with 128 KW of memory, a memory management unit,

a floating point processor and disk drives [Sut82, Bur84]. The experi¬

mental environment / computer interface has been realized not only with

standard interfaces (DRV11 parallel input/outputs and KWVll programmable

clocks [DEC]) but devices constructed in our laboratory (100 MHz binary

counters with internal buffers, digital output drivers and a

MultiChannelScaler (MCS)). Whilst the MCS is the subject of a separate

section (vide infra) the interfaces and modules relevant to the experi¬

ments performed are discussed here.

Two KWVll real time clocks are available. They are used to generate

interrupts in precise intervals in the sub-millisecond to minute time

range. A 10 MHz quartz oscillator provides the time base. In the low

level software the KWVll is described by the PASCAL [Jen75] record type

'KWDevice' whereas its control and status registers are combined in the

record type 'ClkParTyp'.

Six DRV11 16 bit parallel input/output interfaces are required to

control the peripherals associated with the spectrometer. Four input

registers are dedicated to the two 100 MHz binary counters (vide infra),

and two output registers provide 32 bits digital output via a digital

output driver (vide infra). A further DRV11 is permanently connected to

the MCS, whereas the Fabritek 1062 transient recorder requires a further
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DRV11 input. At the low level the DRV11 is described by the record type

'DRDevice*.

Two 100 MHz NIM binary counters constructed in our laboratory are

interfaced via four DRV11 input buffers. Each counter supplies 24 bits

parallel via its internal output buffer to the DRVlls (8 bits are left

free). Pulse inputs allow the counter subsection of the counter module

to be reset (' ResetCounter'), or its current value to be transferred to

the counter module's output buffer CLoadBuffer'). These pulses are usu¬

ally provided by the digital output driver (vide infra). The fact that

two DRVlls are used per counter module is also reflected by the low level

software; a counter module is two DRDevices.

Pulse and level TTL outputs are provided by the Digital Output

Driver Module constructed in our laboratory. Each module supplies 16 bit

pulse and 16 bit level outputs from a single DRV11 output buffer. Two

Output Driver Modules are available.

2.2.2 SOFTWARE

The RSX-11M operating system [DEC] was used for a number of reasons.

First of all, it maintains compatibility with the existing real-time and

analysis software. Secondly, real-time operations are supported by the

interrupt handling primitives of the operating system as executive

service routines. Thirdly, the multi-tasking capabilities allow the

pseudo-concurrent execution of more than one task.

The software developed has three logical levels; a low level

associated with the hardware and dealing with the operating system, an

intermediate level that is an abstraction of individual sub-processes in

the experiment and a high level which links the sub-processes to form a

viable experiment. These levels have varying characteristics. The exact

declaration of the data types discussed in the following sections and the

procedures described below may be found in appendix A.
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2.2.2.1 Low level — MACRO-11

Since the interrupt handling of RSX-11M may only be accessed via

assembler the real-time routines must be written in MACRO-11 [DEC].

Fortuitously, only a few generalized routines are necessary for efficient

experiment control. Each of these routines appears as a PASCAL [0S83]

procedure to the caller, and is basically a call to the CINT (Connect to

Interrupt) executive directive [DEC], These routines are:

MMove generates a series of pulses at a fixed frequency. The number

of pulses, the word to be written (i.e. the bits of the Digital

Output Module to be served) and the interval between pulses are

the essential parameters. This routine may be used as a basis

routine to provide a number of experimental functions. For

example, it may be used to drive the stepping motors in

monochromators or polarizers.

MSlew is a variable frequency generator that provides optimal control

of stepping motors. It uses an acceleration and a deceleration

phase, to and from a maximum speed, which is significantly

higher than the allowable constant speed. This routine is used

advantageously in repositioning the monochromators, since the

time saved over the constant speed drive is significant (max.

constant speed 500 Hz, max. slew speed 5 kHz). A table with

the interval and number of steps for the slew is used to

control the acceleration and deceleration phases, which are

considered to be equivalent. Hence only the acceleration phase

is contained in the table. This method saves space, without

reducing the utility of this routine. Any symmetrical

frequency function may thus be generated.
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MSoan is a constant frequency generator similar to MMove, with the

exception that the first and last words written may be

individually specified. These may be used to generate

'ResetCounter' and 'LoadBuffer' pulses for the 100 MHz binary

counter modules. Furthermore, the counters are read and their

values returned. This routine is used ultimately to measure a

point either with a scanning monochromator or stationary

monochromators (see the intermediate level routines Measure and

ScanMeasure).

HScpn1 is a dual constant frequency generator similar to MScan. Two

constant frequencies are generated. The first and last words

written may be individually specified as may the words

associated with each frequency. This routine is ultimately

used to measure a point with both monochromators scanning. The

first and last words may be used to generate 'LoadBuffer' and

'ResetCounter' pulses (see the intermediate level routine

SyncMeasure).

DRRead.DRWrlteDRCSRRead.DRCSRWrlte routines are used to read/write a

word to/from the input/output buffers and the Control and

Status Register (CSR) respectively. They do not utilize

interrupt control and therefore find application in non-time

critical input/output.

2.2.2.2 Intermediate level — PASCAL

The intermediate level software is an abstraction of the experimen¬

tal apparatus, and provides tools to manipulate the data types associated

with the idealized experimental apparatus.
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1 Monochromator — parameters

The monochromators are fundamental to the spectrometer. In software they

are fully described by the record type 'MonoTyp'. This record contains

the parameters associated with a monochromator, namely, its current posi¬

tion (updated after each change in wavelength by the movement routines),

its step length, and others. Only the position field is altered, by

these movement routines, vide ifra. These parameters may be used by

other intermediate level procedures. The routines associated with the

manipulation of the monochromator parameters are:

ReadMonoPars requests the monochromator parameters from the terminal.

WrlteMonoPars writes the current monochromator parameters to the termi¬

nal.

MonoPosWrite writes only the position field of the monochromators to the

terminal.

MonoCalculate returns the current position in angstroms.

GetMonoPars gets the monochromator parameters from a disk file. It

assumes for compatibility reasons that the parameters are

stored in the previously established 'AC parameter

format' [Gre79]. Some of the unused elements in this conven¬

tion have been used.

PutMonoPars puts the monochromator parameters to a disk file in the 'AC

convention'.

MonoFileOk checks if the file used by Get- and Put-MonoPars exists (func¬

tion) .

2 Monochromator — movement

A number of routines change the wavelength of the monochromators during

an experiment. The routines that change the wavelength of the monochro¬

mators without simultaneously performing a measurement are discussed

here:
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MoveMonos moves both the emission and excitation monochromators to their

respective destination positions using a constant speed drive.

The software checks that the destination positions are within

the legal limits (minimum and maximum position) and automati¬

cally backlashes the monochromators if appropriate (basis

routine: MMove).

SlewMonos moves both the emission and excitation monochromators to their

respective destination positions using slewed drive. The

software checks that the destination positions are within the

legal limits (minimum and maximum position) and automatically

backlashes the monochromators if appropriate (basis routine:

MSlew). Note that the calling sequence is textually identical

to that of MoveMonos.

3 Measurement

The measurement routines may be divided Into two classes; measurements

made with the monochromators in a fixed position and measurements made

with the monochromator (or monochromators) in scanning mode (i.e. the

measurement is performed concurrent with the monochromator movement).

The latter measurement technique has particular advantages for certain

experiments (vide infra).

Measure this routine performs a measurement with stationary monochroma¬

tors. The measurement is started with a 'ResetCounter' pulse

and terminated with a 'LoadBuffer' pulse after a specified

time. The values read from the 100 MHz binary counters are

returned to the program as real variables. This routine is

used in a wide range of contexts (basis routine: MScan).

ScanMeasure this routine measures a single point with a scanning

monochromator. The monochromator is stepped at a constant rate

from its start position while the counts accumulate in the

100 MHz binary counters. Monochromator scanning is stopped

after a fixed interval, and the values read from the counters

are returned as real variables. This is a basis routine for

the measurement of excitation and emission spectra (basis

routine: MScan).
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SvnoMeasure measures as single point with both monochromators scanning.

Each monochromator has its individual, but constant stepping

rate. The counts accumulated from the beginning of the scan

are returned. This routine is the basis of the scanning 2-

dimensional data acquisition program (basis routine: MScan2).

4 Timing

The rate at which the real time clock generates interrupts is controll¬

able via the ClockRate routine, and is used as a parameter to the

constant frequency routines described above.

2.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPECTRA

Using the computer-controlled spectrometer (see section 2.1) and the

software described in section 2.2.2 a number of techniques may be

envisaged for the measurement of Two-Dimensional Spectra (TDS).

2.3.1 REPETITIVE EMISSION OR EXCITATION SPECTRA

This method records the TDS by sequentially measuring emission spec¬

tra with increasing excitation wavenumber. To measure a single point in

the emission spectrum the emission monochromator is positioned at the

desired wavelength, and the photons counted for a fixed interval, with

stationary monochromators. The emission spectrum is performed linearly

in the wavenumber scale. At the end of each emission spectrum, the emis¬

sion monochromator is repositioned to its start position and the excita¬

tion monochromator's wavenumber is increased (see fig. 2.1a). This

method has instrumental disadvantages: first, with line rich spectra

peaks may be completely missed, as soon as the spacing between the points

exceeds the spectral bandwidth of the instrument (i.e. spectra with a

large range), and second, that the effective measuring time is exceed¬

ingly low compared to the time taken for the experiment. Previous imple-
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Fig. 2.1 Methods of measuring a Two-Dimensional Spectrum (TDS).

(a) repetitive emission or excitation spectra, monochromator positions

fixed during actual measurements (b) repetitive excitation scans

(c) repetitive emission scans (d) synchronous excitation-emission scans.

(Peaks lying in zones not covered by the spectrometers bandwidth are

missed.)
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mentations have used this technique, and have been a limitation on the

experiments undertaken since the time to reposition the monochromators is

lost to the experiment.

Alternatively, the TDS may be measured by sequentially measuring

excitation spectra detected at decreasing emission wavenumber. This

method is equivalent to the repetitive emission spectra technique, with

the exception that excitation spectra are measured and the emission

monochromator incremented at the end of each spectrum. The disadvantages

of measuring repetitive excitation spectra are the same as those for

measuring repetitive excitation spectra.

With the application of the SlewMonos routine, instead of the

MoveMonos routine, the time lost due to changing the wavelengths of the

monochromators is drastically reduced and the disadvantage of a low

effective measuring time may no longer be prohibitive. The possible loss

of peaks due to the sampling effect nevertheless remains. Since these

methods yield identical results, one may safely choose the technique that

minimizes the measuring time i.e. emission spectra when the emission

range is smaller than the excitation range, and vica versa.

2.3.2 REPETITIVE EMISSION OR EXCITATION SCANS

Instead of sampling the emission or excitation at discrete points,

vide supra, scanning techniques may be applied to reduce the probability

of missing peaks. Either the emission or excitation monochromator may be

scanned, with fixed excitation or emission frequency, and the integral of

the luminescence over a spectral region is measured for an individual

point. The disadvantage of these techniques lies in the inequivalent

treatment of the excitation and emission parameters, particularly in view

of subsequent data treatment. Notwithstanding this, these techniques are

used in commercially available instruments [Spe82, Per83]. These

techniques are illustrated in fig. 2.1b and 2.1c.
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2.3.3 SYNCHRONOUS EXCITATION-EMISSION SCANS

This method records the TDS by measuring a series of synchronous

excitation-emission scans. The wavenumber difference between the excita¬

tion and the emission monochromators is increased linearly after each

scan (see fig. 2.Id). The scanning of the monochromators integrates the

luminescence intensity over a spectral region. Furthermore, the

effective measuring time compared to the elapsed time is increased

dramatically, however, because of limitations on the scanning speed of

the monochromators (1 nm/sec) the total elapsed time may increase

compared to the equivalent experiment conducted with the other techniques

discussed above. Synchronous scanning with constant energy difference is

particularly advantageous in the analysis of mixtures of PAHs, since the

energy difference between the strongest absorption and emission bands is

characteristic of an individual PAH.

2.3.4 DATA ACQUISITION

The program TLS, written in PASCAL [0S83], for the measurement of

TDS, has the following features:

1) choice of measurement technique

The experiment may be performed with:

a) synchronous excitation-emission scans

b) repetitive emission spectra

c) repetitive excitation spectra

2) Safety limit and PM protection

In order to protect the PM from excessive stray light, only points

where the excitation wavenumber is larger than or equal to the emis¬

sion wavenumber plus a safety limit are measured. This also

effectively removes points where the excitation wavenumber is less

than the emission wavenumber (i.e. hot luminescence is ignored) from

the measurement, and reduces the total time for a measurement. These

points are assigned zero intensity. Shutters on the emission

monochromator (to protect the PM) and on the excitation monochromator

(to prevent excessive illumination of the sample) are closed during

the wavelength changes at the end of each scan or sub-spectrum.
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3) Interrupt facility

The measurement may be interrupted any number of times via keyboard

input, and may subsequently be continued or terminated.

4) Counters

Both counters are read automatically. In part of this work the

phosphoroscope was used, and the phosphorescence and a composite sig¬

nal of fluorescence and phosphorescence were measured (see chapter 4).

The pure fluorescence could be easily obtained [Sut82].

Alternatively, when correction due to the wavelength dependence of the

excitation source was required (see chapter 3) the composite signal

was replaced by that of a quantum converter [Gre79].

5) External data structures.

The program generates two files, a 'TDS' file for the data (successive

emission spectra) and a text 'PAR' file describing the experiment.

These are fully compatible with the other graphic and analysis

software [PPC]. The monochromator parameter file is updated at the

end of each scan or sub-spectrum.

The input required for a sample experiment is shown in fig. 2.2.

Note, that the experimenter's logical errors are corrected automatically

and for consistency all inputs are in wavenumbers (cm ).
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RUN TLS

EM 6403.51 EX = 6403.51

Enter start emission <cm-l)

C 10000. 30000t 1000003 => 25000

Enter end emission (cm-1)

C lOOOOr 20000r 1000003 => 20000

Enter number of Points

E 2f 128f 10243 =>

Enter start excitation (cm-1)

C 10000t 30000* 1000003 => 30000

Enter end excitation <c»-l)

C lOOOOt 20000» 1000003 => 20000

Enter number of Points

C 2, 128r 10243 => 128

Enter Safety Limit (cm-1)

C lOOr 200. 10003 =>

Enter Time per Point (as)

C lOt lOOOf 100001 =>

Synchronous Experiment C»3 => Y

Enter FILENAME => EXAMPLE.TLS

Fig. 2.2 Sample input for the program TLS. The input request contains

not only a text but the minimum, default and maximum values for each

parameter (to the left of the '->•). The input typed is adjacent.

2.4 THE MULTICHANNEL SCALER

Conventional signal averagers sample repetitive analogue signals at

discrete time points, and digitally average them, enabling signals

contaminated with noise to be reconstructed with a much higher signal to

noise ratio. There are, however, experiments where the repetitive signal

is inherently discrete, i.e. consists of events to be counted. Instead

of sampling a signal at discrete time points, one counts the events

occurring in the corresponding time intervals. The averaging of the

repeated experiments may then be performed in a conventional manner. In

the case of single photon counting the noise is Poisson distributed.

Whereas a large number of analogue signal averagers are commercially

available, no suitable instrument for event counting could be purchased.
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The Multichannel Scaler (MCS) constructed in our laboratory is

described in this section. The MCS differs from conventional instruments

in a number of ways. First, dead-time, counts lost between channels is

eliminated with a dual 120 MHz counter front-end. Second, it is fully

microprocessor (|iP) controlled. Manual operation is not provided.

Third, a real-time display on a CRT is available due to an in-built

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU). A wide range of time bases are available;

the channel width may be anywhere between 500 ns and 32.5 ms in 500 ns

increments, with 4096 channels this produces a time base range of 2 ms to

134 sec. Data transfer and control of the MCS is realized using a 16 bit

parallel interface.

The MCS enables short Phosphorescence Lifetimes (PL), of the order

of microseconds, to be measured. Such measurements are not possible with

the 100 MHz counters and the LSI 11/23 because of the computer's

interrupt structure [Sut82]. The counting technique takes full advantage

of the PMs linearity and the integration time is always optimal. Another

feature of the MCS is the high repetition rate that may be achieved. The

number of scans per unit time (repetition rate) is a function of the

number of channels used, their width (dwell time) and the dead-time at

the end of each scan. The end of scan dead-time is less than 50 ps,

which allows a theoretical repetition rate of some kHz. This may be

achieved with a pulsed laser as an excitation source. Six acquisition

modes are provided, making the MCS a versatile instrument for averaging

discrete time-dependent signals. The MCS has been applied to the meas¬

urement of PLs although many other applications may be envisaged.
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2.4.1 SPECIFICATIONS, HARDWARE AND MICROPROCESSOR

Table 2.1 Specifications of the MCS

Number of channels 256..4096

Dwell time / channel 500ns..32.77ms, 500ns inc

Dwell time error llOOps

Significant bits / channel 16 (unsigned)

Dead-time between scans 50|is

Dead-time between channels 15ns

Signal input 0..120MHZ, min 5ns, +0.5V

Trigger modes pre-, delayed and external

Trigger delay 0.15..50us (pre- equivalent)

Trigger input TTL min 10ns

Trigger output TTL specs

Computer input/output 16 bits parallel (DRV11-TTL)

Clock input TTL specs

Clock outputs 100MHz, 10MHz (ECL)

The specifications and the block diagram of the MCS are to be found

in table 2.1 and fig. 2.3 respectively. It can be seen that the MCS is

made up of the following modules:

(a) a dual 120 MHz counter with latoh

(b) a 16 bit Arithmetic Logic Unit

(c) a 16 bit x 4K data RAM

(d) CRT display circuitry

(e) trigger and timing modules

(f) a Motorola 6809 single board microprocessor (uP) system with three

versatile interface adapters (VIAs) for input/output (1/0) [MPL].
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Since the MCS is fully computer controlled it has been integrated

into the experimental environment of the spectrometer described in sec¬

tion 2.1. The only requirement on the computer system (Master

Computer, MC) used to control the MCS is that it possess a 16-bit

parallel input/output interface that conforms to the DRVll standard

[DEC]. Internally, the MCS operations are controlled by |iP, which is

equipped with its own bus system (G—64 [G64]) and peripherals. Informa¬

tion transfer between the modules takes place via a 'data-bus' and the

'address-bus', which may either be controlled by the uP or the address-

counter unit. The former is used during data transfer whilst the latter

is used during data aquisition and real-time display. The inputs and

outputs of VIAs are used in communication with the MC. Other VIA inputs

and outputs are used are used to receive messages from the hardware

(trigger on, TRIG.ON and trigger enable, TRIG.EN) and to control the ALU,

respectively. The Master Clock (M-Clock) and load (LOAD) signals are

generated by the clock board. The dual 120 MHz counter collects data and

passes it to the ALU-data RAM board. Simultaneously, analogue signals

for the CRT are generated from the address and data. A timing diagram

necessary to understand the operation of the MCS is shown in fig. 2.4.
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2.4.1.1 Dual 120 MHz Counter

Data 1 latch

Load

• *\

Timing

hold/count
reset

count/hold

reset

120 MHz

Counter 1

120 MHz

Counter 2

Data 2 latch

S>
Data

buffer

^
Data

buffer

1

i
Fig. 2.3 Block diagram of the Dual 120MHz Counter Module.

Fig. 2.5 is a block diagram of the dual 120 MHz Counter module. The

Input signal is fed in to a pulse shaping circuit that transforms the

incoming signal into a standard ECL pulse. Signals in the range of + 5V

with frequencies up to 120 MHz may be counted. The threshold may be set

with the offset circuitry. The input shaper is set for one source upon

installation of the MCS in an experimental environment. The dual counter

structure is used to eliminate dead-time between subsequent channels. A

counter is used for every second counting interval (channel). The timing

circuitry is clocked by the LOAD pulse, enabling the COUNT of the active

counter. Simultaneously, the other counter is set to HOLD, and its data

are latched to the data buffer and made avaiable to the ALU.

Subsequently a RESET clears this counter and it is then ready to start
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counting upon receipt of its next COUNT. This symmetry makes the counter

which starts the sequence irrelevant. Data are alternatively clocked

into the data buffer and made available for addition. The COUNT, HOLD

and LATCH sequence may be seen in the timing diagram (fig. 2.4). The

front panel is equipped with a LED counting indicator.

2.4.1.2 16 bit ALU and data-RAM

The 16 bit ALU is shown in the block diagram of the MCS (fig. 2.3).

It adds the data taken from the dual counter and the data-RAM and stores

it in the data-RAM at the same address. A special overflow circuit is

not provided since the number of data-collection cycles (scans) is deter¬

mined by a counter in iiP software. For the first scan the data from the

RAM is ignored and the ALU output is equal to its input. The new data

are written directly into the RAM. The M-Clock ensures that the data

from the ALU are appropriately latched and written into the RAM. The

data-RAM module is addressed by two sources: either by the hardware

counter (Address Counter) when the MCS collects data or by the |iP when

the data is displayed (non-real-time) or during data transfer. Control

over which unit asserts the address is provided by the pP. The device

timing module ensures that the output of the 16 bit counter is properly

latched and that the RAM is in the appropriate mode: read or write. The

entire timing is controlled by the M-Clock.

2.4.1.3 CRT display circuitry

The data accumulated may be seen in a real-time scan on a CRT. The

ordinate is the analogue value of the data on the RAM data-bus, whereas

the abscissa is the analogue value of the address on the RAM address-bus.

Thus, as the scan proceeds the RAM address changes and the RAM data

generates an analogue real-time display, via the two DACs x and y. The

DACs have a 12 bit resolution, and the range from the RAM may be chosen

via a rotary switch. When the data are transferred to the MC or

displayed on the CRT the RAM address is set and incremented at a fixed

rate by the |iP. When the MCS is waiting on a new mode, the data are

displayed in the same manner.
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2.4.1.4 Trigger and Clock modules

»Ext Trig out

Ext Trig in

Exl dock

M-eloek load

Fta. ?,y Block diagram of the Trigger and Clock Module.

The clock and trigger circuit is shown in fig. 2.6. The timing of

the MCS is derived from a 100 MHz quartz oscillator, ensuring an accurate

time base and minimal jitter. This clock signal is divided by 50 and

subsequently by a programmable counter (with a range of 1 to 216 set by

the uP via the G-64 bus). This effectively produces the dwell time

(channel width) required. Synchronization between the LOAD and an exter¬

nal trigger of + 5 ns is achieved with a flip flop. Its output is used

to start the divider 1, to generate the TRIG.ON signal, informing the |iP

that a trigger has been received, and to trigger the one shot whose

output is the first load pulse in fig. 2.4. All further LOAD and M-Clock

pulses are from the ripple carry output of the divider. Three trigger

modes may be selected via the front panel: external. Internal pre- and

internal delayed. In the external trigger mode the MCS starts upon
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receipt of the external trigger pulse. In the pre- mode the trigger

output occurs before the scan commences, whereas in the delayed mode the

trigger output occurs after the scan has started. The delays are setable

from the front panel.

2.4.1.5 Microprocessor - Hard- and Software

The single board |iP system consists of a M 6809 CPU with 4K ROM and

IK RAM and 3 VIAs [MPL]. This system simplifies much of the control of

the hardware. Most functions are solved in software rather than with

extra controlling hardware. All of these control functions are executed

through the system bus and the VIA 3. VIA 1 is used as a 16 bit input,

receiving data from the MC, whereas VIA 2 serves as a 16 bit output,

sending request keys to the MC. The output is multiplexed with the data

bus (see fig. 2.3).

Dialogue between the MC and the MCS is achieved by a simple

protocol. The MCS is in either read or write mode, and sets the

corresponding bits (REQ.A and REQ.B, respectively) of the DRVll

interface. The timing of a read and a write operation is shown in

fig. 2.7. A MCS read (MC write) cycle consists of the MCS setting the

read-enable flag (REQ.A) and the MC subsequently writing a new word to

the DRVll output buffer, generating the NEW DATA READY (NDR) pulse with a

small delay. On the falling flank of the NDR pulse the data are latched

by the MCS. The REQ.A is removed Immediately to disable further attempts

to write from the MC. A MCS write operates analogously; REQ.B indicates

that a word from the MCS is available in the DRVll input buffer. Reading

the input buffer automatically generates a DATA TRANSFERRED pulse (DT).

Upon receipt of the DT pulse the MCS clears the REQ.B flag immediately.

No error correcting protocols have been applied to the transmission

between the MC and the |iP; it is assumed to be error free. Data may only

be transferred (in both directions) when requested by the MCS. The

selection of the various modes (vide infra) is accomplished with the

transmission of fixed keys. For example, when the MCS requires the

'NumberOfChannels' it sends the 'NumberOfChannelRequestCode' (171020

Octal) and expects the 'NumberOfChannels' in unsigned format as answer.

The fixed keys used in the communication between the MCS and the MC are
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—^J NORt^; NEW OATA READY

Fig. 2.7 The timing of the read and write operation for the MCS-MC using

a DRVll.

shown in table 2.2. The flow diagram, fig. 2.8, describes the accessing

of the MCs modes and their interaction with the MC.

Six different modes are available in the MCS. These modes offer a

variety of data collection, display and data transfer sequences. For

speed reasons this software is written in assembler [MOR]. The

characteristics of these modes are:

Default continuous single cycle. Entered on power-up or after mode

request. Exits with stop.

Dwell time = 1ms

Number of Channels "= 2048
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INITIALIZE

DEFAULT MOOE

STOP EXPECTE

STOP

MODE REQUES
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REPEAT

DEFAULT MOOE

IF STOP X
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STOP
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PARAMETER
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»
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IF CONTINUE BREAK

STOP BREAK > ' 1 A
EXP «

MODI: DEFAULT
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MODE NORMAL 1.0

t—
STOP

' BREAK
BREAK

ACKNOWLEDGE

IFSTOP

t STOP/CONT/DT

DATA TRANSFER
*
DT ACKNOW

; STOP 1
r CONTINUE

Fig. 2.8 Flow diagram of the uP-MC interaction

Test 0 continuous single cycle. Entered after mode request. Exits

with stop.

Dwell time variable

Number of Channels variable

Test 1 experiment with stationary display after completion of fixed

number of cycles. Entered after mode request. Exits with

stop.

Dwell time variable

Number of Channels variable

Number of Cycles variable
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Table 2.2 Keys for the MCS

Function Key

(octal)

ModeRequest 170400

DefaultMode 070420

TestOMode 070440

TestlMode 070460

Test2Mode 070500

NormalOMode 070520

NormallMode 070540

NumberOfChannelsRequest1 171020

ChannelWidthRequest2 171040

NumberOfCyclesRequest3 171060

Break 072000

BreakAcknowledge 172400

Stop 076377

Break or Stop Expected 072000

DataTransferRequest 071400

DataTransferAcknowledge 171420

EndOfDataTransfer 171440

ContinueRequest 071000

CommandRequest 171460

answered with number of channels in unsigned format

answered with channel width in units of 500ns (unsigned format)

g
answered with number of cycles in unsigned format

Test 2 repeated experiment with stationary display after completion of

fixed number of cycles. Entered after mode request. Exits

with stop.

Dwell time variable

Number of Channels variable

Number of Cycles variable

Display time approx. Is
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Normal 0 experiment with real-time display. Memory set to zero. Data

transmitted at end of experiment automatically. Entered after

mode request. May be interrupted with break for data transfer.

Exits after Data transfer or stop.

Dwell time variable

Number of Channels variable

Number of Cycles variable

Normal 1 experiment with real-time display. Memory not set to zero, new

data added to old data. Data transmitted at end of experiment

automatically. Entered after mode request. May be interrupted

with break for data transfer. Exits after Data transfer or

stop.

Dwell time variable

Number of Channels variable

Number of Cycles variable

During an experiment the MCS may be interrupted from the MC. Since

the MCS asserts read for the duration of the experiment a 'Break' may be

sent from the MC to halt the experiment at the end of the current scan.

From this basis, the experiment may be (1) continued, (2) stopped or

(3) the data accumulated transferred.

Word Comment

DataTransferAcknowledge Data transfer commenced

NumberOfCycles Actual Number of cycles completed

ChannelWidth Actual Channel Width

NumberOfChannels Actual Number of Channels

Data-Channel 1 first datum

Data-Channel 2 second datum

data

data

data

Data-Channel NumberOfChannels last datum

EndOfDataTransfer Data transfer complete

Fig. 2.9 Data transfer protocol
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After completion of an experiment or upon receipt of a

'DataTransferRequest' the MCS transfers the accumulated data to the MC in

a fixed format (see fig. 2.9). Note that this protocol includes the

actual number of number of cycles completed, rather than the desired

number of cycles originally given to the MCS.

2.5 PHOSPHORESCENCE LIFETIMES

2.5.1 DATA ACQUISITION

The previous sections have described the function and operation of

the MCS independent of the actual experimental environment in which it is

used. In this section, the typical experiments and high level software

used to measure Phosphorescence Lifetimes (PLs) are presented.

Two standard phosphorescence decay experiments are envisaged for the

MCS. These are:

1) Long Decay - lamp excitation

This is the standard phosphorescence lifetime experiment. It relies

on a long illumination period of relatively low intensity (typically

the excitation subsystem of the spectrometer described in section 2.1)

to populate the triplet manifold. The decay is measured after a

shutter closes, removing the excitation light. On completion of the

scan the shutter is opened and the process is repeated a given number

of times. All the timing, except for the dwell time of the MCS, is

controlled by the computer. This experiment is illustrated in

fig. 2.10a. Note, that the mechanical latency of the shutter is taken

into account.
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MEASUREMENT^

TIME

Fig. 2.10 Standard Phosphorescence Decay experiments using the MCS.

(a) computer controlled with lamp excitation. (b) computer controlled

with laser excitation.

2) Short Decay - laser excitation

This type of experiment requires a pulsed excitation source, of high

intensity and short duration, to populate the triplet manifold. A

xenon stroboscope or a pulsed laser may be used. The trigger for the

light source is supplied by the computer. The trigger for the MCS may

be derived either from the light pulse, via a photodiode, thereby

eliminating the trigger jitter of the light source, or the computer

supplied trigger may be used as is. The computer waits sufficiently

long for the scan to complete before retriggering the experiment.

This is illustrated in fig. 2.10b.
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The program MCS, written in PASCAL [0S83], for the measurement of

PLs with the MCS has the foilwing features:

1) User interface and interactivity

The program is written for an interactive measurement of PLs. The

user interface is menu oriented (requiring a video terminal) and all

the experimental parameters have experimentally feasible default

values. All the experimental features of the MCS hardware may be

exercised from the MCS program; the hardware test modes are not

supported for reasons of interactivity.

2) Choice of measuring technique

Both the long and short illumination sources are considered. Setting

the 'IllumlnationTlme' parameter to zero implies a laser experiment,

in which case the 'Open' and 'Close' pulses are coincident (see

fig. 2.10b). A delayed 'Trigger' pulse may be generated from the

computer to actually trigger the MCS via the 'DelayTime' parameter,

circumventing the latency of the shutter in a long illumination

experiment.

3) External Data Structures

The program generates data files that are fully compatible with the

established software [PPC]. Since this convention uses only 1024 data

points transparent aliasing is used to take advantage of the MCSs 4096

channels.

4) Experimental environment

Monochromator wavelength changes with parameter file updates are

supported.

2.5.2 DATA ANALYSIS

In homogeneous systems the phosphorescence intensity generally decay

single exponentially:

I(t) = A.exp(-t/x). (2.1)

Practically, however, multi-exponential decays are often observed due to

sample inhomogenelties. A constant background may also be present. Thus
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the observed phosphorescence decay curve, I„(k) may be fitted with an

expected multi-exponential decay function, I :

IeU.kvx±.o) = 2 Ajexpt-tjj/tj) + c (2.2)

1=1

The observed number of counts I0(k) in channel k is the number of photons

detected in the interval tk=kAt, where k=[l,n], n the number of channels

and At is the channel width. The problem is to determine the number of

emitting species I, estimators for the parameters Ai and x^> and the

background c, from the measured decay curve; I0(k).

A range of analytical and numerical tools are available to solve

such problems. Analytically the problem may be solved for i=[l,2] and

for c=0 [Hal84]. Thus, a numerical solution must be found and it is

desirable to use the method that provides the best estimators. The

efficiency of estimators, assumed to be asymtotically normally

distributed, may be made on the basis of their variance. From this point

of view, no estimator performs better than the Maximum Likelihood Estima¬

tor (MLE). It has been shown that a Least Squares Estimator (LSE) is

equally efficient as the MLE in the single-photon decay model being

considered [Hal81].

Thus, a least squares method is considered the method of choice and

has been implemented. Given the number of exponentials I, the least

squares method minimizes the squared weighted difference of the observed

and expected intensities, by varying the unconstrained parameters in the

set, p=[AI,TI,c}:

LSQ(p) = 5 [(I0(k)-Ie(k,p))2/Io(k)] (2.3)
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2.6 OTHER TOOLS

2.6.1 TIME-RESOLVED EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

2.6.1.1 Fluorescence and phosphorescence

Since the singlet deactivation rates are usually five to nine orders

of magnitude larger than the triplet deactivation rates, the techniques

used to measure phosphorescence decays are ill-suited for the measurement

of fluorescence decays. The method of choice is time-correlated single-

photon counting. The time-correlated single-photon counting

spectrofluorimeter used for all time-resolved fluorescence measurements

is described in detail elsewhere [Can84, Can85], Basically, the impulse

response function of the chemical system is obtained at a given

wavelength by deconvolution of the measured response function and the

excitation pulse. This deconvolution may be equivalently [Goo84]

obtained by either Iterative Convolution [Kni73] or by using a Fourier

Transform [WH77] method. Both of these methods provide Maximum Likeli¬

hood estimators of the fluorescence lifetime. The time dependence of the

fluorescence spectrum may measured with this apparatus yielding a Time-

Resolved Emission Spectrum (TRES) (i.e. the impulse response function is

measured at a number of equidistant wavelengths) [Can84, Can85].

Equivalently the time dependence of the phosphorescence spectrum may be

measured with the spectrometer described In section 2.1. The

phosphorescence decay is observed at a number of emission frequencies.

2.6.1.2 Analysis

Assuming a time-dependent emission spectrum the data obtained from

TRES experiment may be represented as the sum of wavelength dependent

exponential decays:
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Kk.AjCvenJ.Ti) - > Ai(vem)exp(-tk/x1) (2.4)

where A1(vem) is the emission spectrum and x^ the lifetime of the i th

component.

This data is conveniently analysed in the following manner. First, the

data are summed along the emission axis, significantly improving the sig¬

nal to noise ratio of the temporal information compared to an individual

analysis at each emission point, and subsequently fitted with

Kk.Bj.tj) - 5 B1exp(-tk/t1) (2.5)

to provide good estimates of the t1's, via a non-linear least squares

procedure (vide supra). These x^'a may then be inserted into Eq. 2.4 and

the A1(vem)'s may be easily obtained, since Eq. 2.4 is now linear, via

linear least squares fit at each v__ point. Note that the problem of

deconvoluting the fluorescence data with the excitation pulse may be

avoided by discarding the first part of each decay (typically 1.35 ns).

The remaining data is then assumed to be free of contamination from the

excitation pulse and may be analysed with this method (see chapter 4).

2.6.2 ABSORPTION SPECTRA

All absorption experiments were performed on a Beckman ACTA V

spectrometer, equipped with a modified sample compartment for a DN 704

cryostat. This allowed the samples to be irradiated without removing the

cryostat from the sample compartment, precluding geometrical effects in

the irradiation experiments (see chapter 4).
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2.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter the computer controlled measurement of Two-

Dimensional Spectra (TDS) has been presented. The current synchronous

scan implementation is quicker and offers higher resolution over the sta¬

tionary measurement technique. As a spin-off the conventional

luminescence measurement software has been significantly improved.

Further, a Multichannel Scaler (MCS) has been developed to measure

phosphorescence decays on a microsecond to second time-scale. Its inter¬

nal operation and its role in the experimental environment have been

discussed. Software for the measurement and analysis of phosphorescence

decays, using the MCS, has also been presented. The other tools used

have been summarized.
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CHAPTER 3

THE MULTIPLE PHOSPHORESCENCE OF PHENAZINE IN ETHANOL AT 77K

Total Luminescence Spectroscopy has been used in the elucida¬

tion of the excitation-dependent emission spectra of phenazine

in ethanol at 77 K. The excitation dependence is shown to be

due to three forms of the phenazine molecule: free, H-bonded

molecules and doubly H-bonded phenazine molecules.

3.1 MOTIVATION

The spectroscopy of N-heterocycles is of primary interest since the

non-bonding electrons on the ring nitrogen atom may cause drastic changes

in the photophyslcal properties of N-heterocycles compared to those of

the parent hydrocarbons and gives rise to strongly solvent-dependent

spectra. Thus, in contrast to the hydrocarbons which possess nit lowest

excited states, the N-heterocycles may have lowest excited states, of

either nir or nit character [Lim67] depending on the solvent. This

dependence may be used to characterize the excited states and to identify

the solvent environment of the molecules. In general, the absorption

bands of N-heterocycles are broader in protic solvents than in aprotic

solvents. Excitation-dependent emission spectra may be due to slow

solvent cage relaxation processes [Ito75, Azu76] or formation of H-bonds

or protonated forms.

For para-diazines the appearance of several subspectra due to the

formation of different H-bonded complexes with protic solvents seems to

be a general phenomenon. Although until now no quantitative data was
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available concerning the equilibrium constants, apparently large differ¬

ences in the degree of complex formation can occur. For ethanolic solu¬

tions (96%) at 77 R the following has been reported (see table 3.1) and a

rough correlation between H-bond affinity of the diazine and the pKa
value of the conjugated acid can be made:

No evidence of H-bonding has been observed for dibenzo[a,c]phenazine

[Sut82ab] (pKa =0.3 [Mar72]) whereas exceedingly low concentrations of a

singly H-bonded 1,4-diazatrlphenylene have been observed in the edge

excitation red shifted spectra of a system consisting primarily of free

1,4-diazatriphenylene (pKa = -0.4 [Bul75]) [Sut84J. For benzolfj-

quinoxaline less than one tenth of the molecules appear to be H-

bonded (pKa = 0.9 lWal801). Under the given conditions all of these

molecules primarily exist in the free form. However, three complexes of

the pyrazine molecule (pKa = 0.6 [Hon74]), corresponding to the free,

singly and doubly H-bonded forms, have been observed not only in aqueous

ethanol [Mar73], but also in water-doped neon matrices [Ros79]. Further,

it has been shown that benzo[a]phenazine (pKa = 1.5 [Mor81]) exists only

in the singly H-bonded and free forms in ethanol at 77 K, and that the

predominant form is singly H-bonded [Sut82ab]. None of these molecules,

with the exception of pyrazine, has been shown to possess a doubly H-

bonded form, although one might naively expect the existence of such

molecules. In the case of benzo[a]phenazine it has been shown that the

12-N is considerably less reactive than the 7-N [Mar72] due to steric

interference, and that the H-bonded form is thus 7-N-H-bonded [Sut82ab],

Again with the exception of pyrazine, steric interference, in some form,

is present in all of the above molecules.

One should note the qualitative character of this comparison: nei¬

ther the temperature dependence of the pKa nor the differences in the

phosphorescence quantum yield of the various species have been taken into

consideration. The concept of pKa is defined for protons in water-based

solutions at room temperature [Per64]. It is thus not directly applica¬

ble to H-bonding in ethanolic solvents, since the hydrogen atom is still

covalently bound to the ethanol. This introduces steric effects that are

not accounted for in the pKa. Correlations between the H-bond complex

formation constant and the acid base properties of the molecules involved

have, nevertheless, been observed [Zun76].
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Table 3.1 H-bonding in diazines

Molecule pKa forms position Reference

pyrazine 0.6 3 0,1,4

phenazine 1.2 3 0,3,10*

benzo[a]- 1.5 2 0,7

phenazine

benzo[f]- 0.9 2 0,4*

quinoxaline

diazatri -0.4 2 0,1/4**

phenylene

dibenzo[a,c] 0.3 1 0

phenazine

= weak, = exceedingly weak, 0 = 'free' molecule

Moving from large to small diazines with reduced steric hindrance a

large change in the behaviour of the molecules is observed. Up until now

no information, either qualitative or quantitative, for H-bonding in

phenazine in ethanolic solvents at 77 K has been available. This is the

topic of this chapter. Phenazine (pKa = 1.2 [Gra69]) has the possibility

of building not only free and singly H-bonded forms but also a doubly

H-bonded form since it possesses two equivalent nitrogen atoms (5-N and

10-N). Phosphorescence spectroscopy is used in the detection of

o
Mar73,Ros79

this work,Kal84

Sut82ab

Sut84

Gra79,Sut84

Sut82b
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H-bonding in N-heterocycles for the following reasons. First of all, it

is known that the fluorescence of N-heterocycles may be weak, whereas

most phosphoresce. For example, although phenazine has been considered

to be non-fluorescent [Fav69], it fluoresces exceedingly weakly in

ethanolic solvents [Gra69]. The phosphorescence of phenazine in non-

polar solvents is well characterized [Nar81], but the phosphorescence in

polar solvents is considerably weaker. Secondly, the solvent shifts

induced by H-bonding are often sufficient to invert or significantly

perturb the lower excited states in phosphorescence [Lim66]. This is

particularly useful if the lower excited states are of different

character (nn and nn ) and are inverted by H-bond formation [Els59]

since the resulting polarized excitation (absorption) spectra have

dissimilar structures. This technique has been used advantageously in

the past [Pav69, Sut82ab].

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL

3.2.1 MATERIALS AND THEIR PURIFICATION

Phenazine from Fluka was purified by sublimation and subsequent

recrystallization (3x) from chloroform. H20 was distilled twice, and the

D20 used was 99.9% pure. All organic solvents were obtained from Fluka.

Spectroscopic grade ethanol was dried using the method of

E.L. Smith [Sml271. This method guarantees a residual water content of

less than 0.01% by volume. Mono-deuterated ethanol (puriss) (-0D) was

also dried by the same technique, giving a residual DjO content of less

than 0.01% as its major Impurity. 3-Methylpentane (purum) was filtered

over celite saturated with sulfuric acid and then distilled. Only frac¬

tions with a transmission greater than 99% at 230 nm (d = 1 cm) were

used. Shortly before use 3-methylpentane was filtered over aluminium

oxide. Triethylamine (puriss) was filtered over aluminium oxide. UV

spectroscopic grade butanol was used without further treatment.

2-Methyltetrahydrofuran (puriss) was distilled over sodium hydroxide and

subsequently filtered over aluminium oxide. All solvents were checked

and showed no significant emission. Phenazine concentrations in the
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range 7.-10.X10 4
M were used. All luminescence samples were degassed by

the repeated freeze pump thaw cycles.

3.2.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL SPECTRA

The phosphorescence spectrum of phenazine in 96% ethanol (EtOH) is

strongly excitation dependent and may not be simply understood in the

Jablonski scheme (fig. 3.1). The spectrum excited at 25000 cm-1, is

dominated by the 0-0 band at 15370 cm (designated component B). Upon

excitation at 24370 cm an additional band (component C) appears, which

in contrast to the component B shows a remarkable red shift on increasing

the excitation wavelength. With low frequency excitation the situation

is complicated further by a third very weak component (A) that may be

observed at about 15600 em , i.e. at the blue edge of the

phosphorescence spectrum. This component has an excitation spectrum

significantly different from that observed at 15370 cm-1 (fig. 3.1a).

These excitation-dependent effects are better visualized in the TDS (see

fig. 3.2d).

3.2.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPECTRA

3.2.3.1 Ethanol-water mixtures

To clarify the effect of water on the phosphorescence of phenazine

in EtOH, a series of TDS were recorded with water concentrations between

0 and 70% (v/v). All TDS intensity matrices consisted of 50x90 values,

corresponding to about one point per 30 cm , and were corrected for the

spectral characteristics of the excitation subsystem, but not for the

detection subsystem. Some of these spectra are displayed in fig. 3.2.

The TDS of phenazine in dry EtOH (<0.01% water, fig. 3.2a) shows two

clear local maxima at at vex
= 25580 cm , veffi = 15550 cm (component A)

and vex
= 25015 cm-1, vem

= 15370 cm-1 (component B). The excitation

spectrum associated with component A shows a conspicuous broad tail

smoothly decaying down to 23500 cm . The intensity ratio of the main

peaks of component A and B is about 2:1. The spectrum in EtOH containing

0.3% water (fig. 3.2b) shows the same features. However, the intensity
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Fig. 3.1 Phosphorescence of phenazine in EtOH (96%) at 77 K.

(a) Excitation spectrum monitored at 15370 cm-1 ( ), and

15600 cm-1 ( ). (b) Emission upon excitation at 25000 cm-1 ( ),

24370 cm-1 ( ) and 24210 cm-1 ( ). The spectra are absolute and

are not corrected for the spectral characteristics of the spectrometer.

of the component B has increased relative to that of component A. This

tendency continues as the water content is further increased: With 1%

water (fig. 3.2c) only the maximum of component B is observed and

component A appears merely as a shoulder. This shoulder is still present

but hardly perceptible in solutions containing 3% water. The broad exci¬

tation tail of component A has also disappeared in the TDS. Instead the

considerably steeper flank of component B dominates the low-excitation

energy region of the spectrum. A further increase of the water content

results in the complete disappearance of component A and a drastic

increase of the band assigned to component C (fig. 3.2e).
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16000 15000
EMISSION

16000 14600

Fig. 3.2 The TDS of phenazine at 77 K in ethanolic solutions containing

(a) <0.01%, (b) 0.3%, (c) 1.0%, (d) 3.0%, (e) 30% water. For comparison

the spectrum in 2MTHF is shown in (f).
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EMISSION

Fig. 3.3 The effect of TEA on the phosphorescence spectrum of phenazine

in dry EtOH. (a) dry EtOH + 3.0% TEA, (b) dry EtOH + 1.5% TEA (c) dry

EtOH (<0.01% water).

3.2.3.2 The influence of triethylamine (TEA)

It has been pointed out that the H-bonding activity of water is

considerably larger than one might expect from its nominal concentration

in a solution [Hon74]. Therefore, solutions of dry EtOH containing 1.5%

and 3% TEA were prepared. TEA is a very strong base, and the residual

water is preferentially bound to the TEA rather than to the phenazine

molecules. This effectively reduces the free concentration of H20 below

the 0.01% level. In fig. 3.3 the corresponding spectra are compared to

those obtained in dry EtOH. TEA has the opposite effect to that of

water: The relative intensity of component A is increased and a spectrum

similar to that in 3-methylpentane (3MP) or 2-methyltetrahydrofuran

(2MTHF) results, see fig. 3.2f and fig. 3.4a respectively.
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These effects could have been due to changes in the pH caused by the

addition of TEA to the EtOH solution. To check this possibility, TDS

were recorded for samples with 3%, 40% and 70% H20 and a pH (at room

temperature) of at least 10.5. All of these spectra were found to be

essentially identical to their neutral counterparts. Thus, the effect of

pH may be ruled out, and the effects seen in fig. 3.3 are due to the

water binding property of TEA in ethanolic solutions. At this point, one

should note that none of the components discussed here can be assigned to

the protonated forms of phenazine. These species emit much further to

the red [Gra691.

16000 15000

EMISSION
16000 14600

Fig. 3.4 The complementary effect of n-butanol and TEA on the

phosphorescence spectrum of phenazine in 3MP. (a) spectrum in pure 3MP,

(b) after adding 2% n-butanol and (c) in a solution containing

2% n-butanol + 4% TEA. The changes induced by the n-butanol are almost

reversed by the TEA.
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The opposite influence of hydroxylic solvents and TEA on the

phenazine spectrum was confirmed by sequentially adding n-butanol and TEA

to a 3MP solution. The results are shown in fig. 3.4. The spectrum in

pure 3MP (fig. 3.4a) is essentially excitation independent and exhibits

the same features as observed for component A in EtOH: The 0-0 band (at

15680 cm" ) is blue shifted relative to the main peak in dry EtOH and the

excitation spectrum shows an energetically high position (25950 cm-1) of

the first peak and a broad wing down to 24000 cm-1. Adding a small

amount of n-butanol (2% v/v) to this solution leads to the spectrum in

fig. 3.4b. This TDS shows a dual structure, reminiscent of the spectra

in dry EtOH. The addition of an excess amount of TEA (4% v/v) yields

again a TDS very similar to that in pure 3MP except for a small red

shift. The bandwidths are increased and are approximately the same as

those found in EtOH (fig. 3.4c).

3.2.4 ABSORPTION SPECTRA

The different components found in the phosphorescence spectra appear

also in the low temperature absorption spectra of phenazine, though not

with the same distinctness. The absorption spectra of phenazine in EtOH

96% at room temperature and at 77 K are plotted in fig. 3.5a. The room

temperature spectrum is unstructured, whereas at 77 K a dual structure on

the main peak may be discerned. Furthermore, on the red edge of the

absorption band, distinct shoulders appear, which according to their

spectral position, are associated with the components B and C,

respectively. The absorption spectra obtained in dry EtOH with 1.5% TEA

added are shown in fig. 3.5b. The low temperature spectrum reveals two

new bands at the red edge. These bands are located at the same positions

as the phosphorescence excitation maxima of the components A and B.

3.2.5 PHOSPHORESCENCE LIFETIMES

The phosphorescence lifetimes were measured; using a Fabritek 1062

MCS, at excitation-emission positions which allowed the different

components to be monitored. This produced the results shown in

table 3.2. Since the spectral bands in EtOH are rather broad the

lifetimes measured here are not the true lifetimes of the individual
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Fig. 3.3 Absorption spectra of phenazine in (a) EtOH (96%) and (b) dry

EtOH containing 3% TEA at room temperature and at 77 K. According to

their spectral positions, the bands appearing in the low temperature

spectra at the red edge of the absorption band may be associated with the

different components observed in the phosphorescence spectra. The spec¬

tra are normalized to their respeotive maxima.

components. Rather they may be thought of as the weighted average of the

components present. Nevertheless the experimental curves could be well

fitted with a single exponential decay law (fig. 3.6). The errors

reported here are not the statistical errors obtained from the fitting

process; they are the variations encountered within a series of measure¬

ments. It is important to note, that up to 10% the water content did not

influence the lifetime values given in table 3.2 for the ethanolic solu¬

tions. The lifetime of component A in EtOH is nearly as long as that

observed in the aprotic solvents. On the other hand, the lifetimes of

the components B and C show a significantly larger deuterium effect than

that of component A.
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RESIDUALS

Fig. 3.6 Phosphorescence decay of phenazine in dry EtOH at 77 K

(vex 25580 cm-1, veB
= 15550 cm-1). The curve was fitted with a single

exponential decay function (t = 11.0+0.1 ms). No systematic deviations

of the residuals from a normal distribution is observed.

3.2.6 POLARIZATION SPECTRA

Fig 3.7 shows the phosphorescence excitation polarization spectrum

of phenazine in dry EtOH + 3% TEA monitored at v^,
= 15550 cm-1. The

intensities here are in the detection limit of the spectrometer using an

in-line geometry [Sut82b] and the spectrum should only be qualitatively

interpreted. Nevertheless, a distinct change in the polarization degree

is observed on the red edge of the absorption band; the polarization is

positive in this region only. This indicates that the long excitation

wing (seen in fig. 3.2a or fig. 3.3a) associated with component A results

from a different transition than the main emission band, implying that

the main band of component A is im whereas the long wing is of nn

character [Bec69]. A similar change in the excitation polarization is

reported in the literature [Pav69l.
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Table 3.2 The phosphorescence lifetimes of phenazine at 77 K.

Solvent Lifetimes

A (ms) B (ms) C (ms)

11.0+0.1 9.1+0.1 8.1+0.1

25580,15550 25015,15370 24305,15090

11.6+0.1 10.5+0.1 9.2+0.1

25580,15550 25015,15370 24305,15090

12.6+0.1

25995,15695

12.2+0.1

25540,15515

3.3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The phosphorescence of phenazine in ethanol solutions containing

water consists of three components A, B and C. Component A dominates the

spectrum in rigorously dried solutions and is similar to the

phosphorescence spectra in aprotic solvents. On increasing the water

content, component B appears at the cost of A. At higher water concen¬

trations, i.e. at about 3%, component C shows up. These effects may be

observed both in phosphorescence and in absorption. In the polar but

aprotic solvent (2MTHF) only one component could be observed. Thus the

appearance of the multiple components is clearly associated with the

presence of a proton-donating hydroxyl group in the solution. Protona-

tion and ion-pair formation would result in much larger spectral shifts

and therefore cannot be responsible for the effects discussed

here [Gra69].

EtOH/H20
v v

ex'Yem

EtOD/D20
v .v
ex' em

3MP

vex'vem

2MTHF

vex,vem
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Fig. 3.7 Phosphorescence excitation (I) and polarization (P) spectra of

phenazine in dry EtOH + 3% TEA monitored at v^ = 15550 cm-1.

The solvent dependence summarized above suggests the following

assignments:

Component A : Free phenazine molecules, i.e. molecules that do not have

a specific interaction with the solvent.

Component B : Phenazine molecules forming one single H-bond. This H-bond

may be either to water or to ethanol.

Component C : Phenazine molecules forming two H-bonds. At least one of

these H-bonds Involves a water molecule.

These assignments are supported also by the lifetime data, in

particular the low deuterium effect on the lifetime of A compared to B

and C.

Furthermore the interpretation given is also in agreement with the

spectral features of A, B and C: In non-polar media the lowest excited
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singlet state of phenazine S^(nn ) is known to be about 2800 cm below

the lowest nn states [Nar81]. The phosphorescent state is of nn -type.

Upon H-bond formation nn -states generally shift to higher and nn -states

to lower energy [Weh67]. This is exactly what may be observed in the

series A->B->C: The relative maxima (associated with n<->n transitions)

shift to the red both in absorption and in phosphorescence, whereas the

broad absorption tail belonging to the n->n transition is only prominent

for component A and becomes much shorter and partly covered in the

spectrum of the H-bonded species.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EXCITATION-DEPENDENT FLUORESCENCE TO PHOSPHORESCENCE RATIO OF

PARA-N.N-DIMETHYLNITROANILINE IN ETHANOL

In this chapter the nature of the excitation-dependent

luminescence of para-N.N-Dlmethylnitroanlllne (DMNA) is exa¬

mined using a variety of experimental techniques, including

Total Luminescence Spectroscopy. The results indicate that the

anomalous luminescence behaviour of DMNA is due to subtle

differences in the molecular environment, rather than a

characteristic of the isolated molecule. The luminescent

properties are ascribed to different H-bonded or rotameric

forms, their energy levels being significantly determined by

the local solvent polarity.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The spectroscopy of nitroanilines and their derivatives has gained

attention for several reasons: These compounds belong to a class of

highly polar aromatics D-Ar-A, D being an electron-donating and A an

electron-accepting group, which show a very prominent and strongly

solvent-dependent intramolecular charge-transfer band. The charge-

transfer character of the different excited states has been discussed

both in the singlet and the triplet manifold [Lab63, Wol77, Big83]. The

strong solvent dependence of the absorption spectra not only results from

the exceedingly large dipole moment difference of these molecules in the

different electronic states, but also from the formation of H-bonds in

protic solvents. Kamlet [Kam71, Kam73] and Haberfield [Hab79] have
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shown, that in fluid alcohols H-bond formation occurs to the nitro rather

than to the amino group.

Internal rotation of the substituents, in particular of the amino

group, in the excited state leads to a complex luminescence behaviour of

these compounds. The relevance of this conformation for the fluorescence

properties of aniline-like systems has amply been demonstrated in experi¬

mental [Grl79, Ret79, Wan82, Rot82, Dub83] and theoretical [Lip80, Big83]

studies. Dual fluorescence was found in many cases and the spectral

components nave been ascribed to emissions from species with different

conformations of the amino group relative to the phenyl ring in the

excited state, i.e. planar and twisted states [Gri791. Most of these

studies, however, do not deal with phosphorescence.

The most striking luminescence property of methylated nitroanilines.

in particular of para-N,N-dimethylaniline (DMNA), is the dependence of

the Sp/Sp-ratio on the excitation frequency. This effect has been

observed also for a series of other aniline derivatives. The models

which have been used to explain this unusual behaviour may be divided

into two groups, namely homogeneous models, which are based on the

assumption, that each individual chromaphore in the sample shows an

excitation-dependent emission spectrum, and inhomogenous models which

ascribe the effect to the presence of different emitting species in the

solution.

In their original publications on this subject, Khalil [Kha73,

Kha75] refer to the dual nature of the lowest absorption band of DMNA.

These authors favour a homogeneous model in which the the excitation

dependence of the Sp/Sp-ratio is ascribed to a very efficient intersystem

crossing (ISC) from S2 competing with internal conversion (IC) to Sj. A

theoretical study of this mechanism has been presented by Rashev [Ras81].

In connection with the solvent dependence of the fluorescence to

phosphorescence ratio an inhomogeneous model has also been discussed

[Kha75]. This model involves the formation of solute-solvent complexes

which due to subtle changes in relative energies of the lowest excited

states differ in their absorption spectra and show individual relaxation

mechanisms, as discussed in a theoretical study by Plotnikov [Plo76].
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A homogeneous mechanism, i.e. efficient ISC from S2, was also

proposed by Dubroca [Dub74, Dub84] to explain the excitation-dependent

ffip/Bp-ratio of aniline and its N-methylated derivatives in non-polar

solvents. The effect was suggested to depend on the conformation of the

molecule, i.e. on the twisting angle between the amino group and the

phenyl ring, which itself is influenced by solvent and temperature.

On the other hand, Dobkowski [Dob82] attributed the excitation

dependence of the Sp/Sp-ratio in para-dimethylamlno-benzaldehyde to the

presence of different ground state conformers (depending on the solvent

and the temperature). They ruled out fast ISC processes from upper

singlet states or the presence of H-bonded species in the solution.

This chapter provides evidence for the heterogeneity of the DMNA

luminescence in ethanol, which is responsible, at least partly, for the

excitation-dependent 4p/SF-ratio.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL

4.2.1 MATERIALS AND THEIR PURIFICATION

N-hexane (UV-grade), n-octane (puriss) and n-nonane (purum), all

from Fluka, were dried over metallic sodium and filtered over aluminium

oxide before use. Ethanol of optical quality was carefully distilled and

fractions with a transmission greater 90% (220 nm, 1 cm) were taken.

Absolute ethanol was used as obtained from Fluka. DMNA was synthesized

by the method of Wallach described in [Bor52], and purified to 99.9% (GO

via sublimation and recrystallization. Subsequently it was recrystalized

another 3 times from dioxane. Diethylether, dioxane, acetone and

tetrahydrofuran (all UV-grade) and dibutylether were used as supplied by

Fluka.
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4.2.2 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES

As well as the 'standard' instrumentation and analysis techniques

discussed in chapter 2 a number of specialized experiments were

performed. These are discussed below.

Ground-state recovery experiments were conducted using the 365 nm

line of an Argon ion laser (Coherent Radiation Model CR52). The laser

beam was split into two; a 'populate', ?„„, and an 'enquiry', ven<],
beam, with a 998:2 intensity ratio. The populate beam could be chopped

using a mechanical shutter. In these experiments the full intensity was

used populate the triplet state, via the singlet state. Upon closing the

shutter for the populate beam the time-dependent ground-state repopula-

tion could be observed using the fluorescence, with the frequency vobs,

provided from excitation with the enquiry beam and the MCS (see

chapter 2). Since the enquiry beam was very weak, compared to the

populate beam, there was only an insignificant and time-independent

ground-state depopulation due to the enquiry beam. Great care was taken

to ensure that both beams were collinear. Alternatively, the excitation

part of the spectrometer was used as the enquiry beam enabling the

ground-state recovery to be observed with a frequency-dependent enquiry

beam. This proved to be the most useful (vide infra), although a good

overlap was more difficult to achieve.

An Osram XBO 150 W xenon lamp in combination with an optical

bandpass filter transmitting light between 350 nm and 450 nm was used for

most irradiation experiments. Other irradiation experiments were carried

out with the UV-lines of an argon ion laser. Again, special care was

taken to ensure a good spatial overlap between the illuminated sample

volumes in the irradiation and the subsequent luminescence experiments.
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4.2.3 GENERAL LUMINESCENCE PROPERTIES

In aliphatic, i.e. non-polar, solvents DMNA is essentially non-

fluorescent, but it shows a rather strong and well structured

phosphorescence. In Shpol'skii-matrices of n-hexane, n-octane and

n-nonane at 4.2 K quasi-linear phosphorescence spectra were obtained with

a very complicated site structure. The lack of fluorescence obviously

prevented the observation of the excitation-dependent 5p/Sp-ratio in non-

polar environments.

With increasing polarity of the solvent fluorescence appears and the

phosphorescence is red-shifted and becomes broad and structureless

[Kha73]. Unfortunately, none of the polar Shpol'skii solvents tried

(such as, diethylether, dioxane, acetone and tetrahydrofuran) gave quasi-

linear spectra at 4.2 K. These solvents show both unstructured

fluorescence and phosphorescence. Attempts to make a polar but ordered

solvent, with a similar structure to the Shpol'skii-matrices were

unsuccessful. A 99:1 mixture (v/v) of a n-nonane and dibutylether at

4.2 K gave an unstructured fluorescence, whereas the phosphorescence

consisted of a quasi-linear component on top of a broad and unstructured

spectrum. This result could be well explained with the notion that, the

luminescence came from DMNA occupying two different environments in the

the mixture solvent; a polar region, leading to the unstructured

fluorescence and phosphorescence, and a non-polar region, leading to the

structured phoshorescence. The lack of structured fluorescence and

phosphorescence prevented a high-resolution study of the Sp/Sp-ratio.

In ethanol (EtOH) the fluorescence and phosphorescence emissions are

of comparable intensity. When excited at 27770 cm the fluorescence

shows two bands of nearly equal intensity, at 22620 cm and 21670 cm ,

whereas the phosphorescence maximum is at 18900 cm with a distinct

shoulder at 18025 cm-1.

The excitation dependence of the luminescence of DMNA in ethanol at

77 K is visualized in the TDS shown in fig. 4.1. The excitation maxima

of the fluorescence and the phosphorescence are at 23260 cm-1 and at

26210 cm-1 respectively. In addition to the edge-excitation red-shift

reported for the phosphorescence [Kha73] a similar shift is observed also
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Fig. 4.1 The TDS of DMNA in EtOH (99.6%) at 77 K.

in fluorescence. Such shifts are indicative of strong interactions of

the chromaphores with the solvent and of solvent reorientation times

which are in the order of the excited state lifetime [Ito75].

In agreement with [Kha73] no concentration dependence of the Sp/9p-
ratio on the concentration in the range between 10 ' and 10 M was found

for a given excitation frequency. In addition this ratio did not depend

on the cooling rate and on the oxygen content of the sample.

Changing the water concentration in the EtOH affects not only the

Sp/Sp-ratio, but also the spectral shape of the fluorescence bands. The

Sp/fip-ratio in EtOH containing 0.2% H20 is a factor 1.5 larger than that

observed for EtOH containing more than 5% H20. The maximum intensity of

the fluorescence peak at 22620 cm decreases by about 20% relative to
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Fig. 4.2 The temperature dependence of the Sp/fip-ratio at different exci¬

tation frequencies, vej£.

the maximum intensity of the peak at 21760 cm whereas the shape of the

phosphorescence remains essentially unchanged upon the addition of

10% H20 to 99.8% EtOH. The Sp/fip-ratio also depends on temperature.

Below 26 K no changes occur whereas above this temperature a distinct

increase of the Ip/fip-ratio is observed. This increase is clearly exci¬

tation dependent: when exciting at 27780 cm-1 the fip/fip value increases

by a factor 1.75 between 26 and 77 K, whereas upon excitation at

24600 cm-1 the factor is only 1.4 (see fig. 4.2).

4.2.4 PHOSPHORESCENCE LIFETIMES AND TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRA

The phosphorescence decay of DMNA in EtOH at 77 K excited at

27770 cm-1 and 23800 cm-1 may be well fitted with a double exponential

function. The lifetimes of the two components are 420+4 ms and

165+15 ms. These lifetimes may be considered to be in agreement with the

lifetinie of 350+90 ms [Kha73] since the steady-state intensities are in
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Fig. 4.3 The TRES in phosphorescence of DMNA in ETOH at 77 K.

the order of 10:1. The spectral plot of the amplitudes obtained from the

phosphorescence TRES, with 128 points in both the emission frequency.

v_, and the time axis, using the lifetime analysis discussed in
em

chapter 2 is shown in fig. 4.3. The spectrum of the short-lived

component is somewhat less structured and red shifted with respect to the

spectrum of the longer-lived component.

Upon excitation into the red edge of the phosphorescence excitation

spectrum, at 23000 cm-1, the phosphorescence intensity is too small for a

proper double exponential analysis. A single exponential analysis yields

a lifetime of 366 ms, which may be understood as in [Kha73] as an average

of the two lifetimes reported above. However, an analysis using the

lifetimes above as fixed parameters gave a significantly larger contribu¬

tion of the short component, i.e. the relative steady state intensity of

the short-lived component is larger upon red edge excitation. In fact,

the phosphorescence spectrum obtained when exciting at 23000 cm-1 is

similar to the subspectrum of the short component: namely, red shifted

and weakly structured.
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Fig. 4.4 The temperature dependence of the principal phosphorescence

lifetime.

Upon cooling, the short-lived component disappears and the lifetime

of the dominant component significantly increases to about 480+4 ms (see

fig. 4.4).

4.2.5 FLUORESCENCE LIFETIMES

The Time-Resolved Emission Spectra (TRES) in fluorescence, with 40

points in emission wavelength, Xem, and 44 points in time, are shown in

fig. 4.5. At both 10 K and 77 K the fluorescence may be described as a

double exponential. The longer lived and less intense spectral component

(lifetime of about 4 ns) is red shifted and somewhat less structured than

the shorter-lived spectral component (lifetime of about 1 ns).
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Fig. 4.5 The TRES in fluorescence of DMNA in EtOH at 10 and 77 K.

4.2.6 GROUND-STATE REPOPULATION EXPERIMENTS

In order to determine if the fluorescence and the phosphorescence of

DMNA in ethanol originate from identical molecules repopulation experi¬

ments were carried out.

The experimental curves, obtained with laser 'populate' and

'enquiry' beams, observed at a wide range of frequencies, vobs, could be

well fitted to a function of the type:
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I(t'vpop,venq'Tobs) = I(oo) [l-«<Ipop« Vp'7enq)exP(_t/x)] (4-1)

where I
op

= intensity of the populate beam, vpop
= the frequency of

the populate beam, v = the frequency of the enquiry beam and

^obs = ^ne frequency at which the fluorescence is observed.

The characteristic time, x, obtained from these fits was 425+50 ms, i.e.

it is in good agreement with the longer lifetime belonging to the

dominant phosphorescence decay.
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Fig. 4.6 Ground-state recovery-factor a^ena'' observed using

fluorescence detection at vQbs
= 21670 cm .

In a uniform sample a should not depend on the frequency of the

enquiry beam, venQ, or on the observation frequency, v0DS, provided that

this is not in the phosphorescence band. The spectral dependence of a

therefore provides a sensitive test on the uniformity of the fluorescence
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emission. From the plot (fig. 4.6) it is apparent, that a depends on

enquiry frequency in a similar way as the Ip/fip-ratio does [Kha73].

One should note, that a(vetlQ) is also sensitive to photochemical

changes in the sample (vide infra), which might well occur due to the

relatively large intensity of the pumping light in the repopulation

experiments. Since repeated scans with the same sample yielded the same

results, the effect of photochemistry may be ruled out.

4.2.7 THE EFFECT OF IRRADIATION

23000 20000 17000

WAVENUMBERS ICM"11

Fig. 4.7 Preferential degradation of the DMNA phosphorescence with strong

narrow band irradiation (UV laser 365 nm) in 96% EtOH at 77 K.
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Changes in the ground-state populations of composite samples have

been induced photochemically [Sut86], and the Sp/fip-ratio of DMNA changes

upon intense radiation. For example, if a sample is irradiated with the

UV-lines of a argon ion laser there is a decrease in the emission inten¬

sity. The emission spectra observed in a laser burning experiment are

shown in fig. 4.7. The spectra, renormalized to equal intensity at

22550 cm , clearly show that the phosphorescence intensity decreases

significantly relative to the fluorescence, since the absolute

fluorescence intensities are in the ratio 2:1.5:1.
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Fig- 4.8 The Ip/IF(vex)-ratio after divided by the Ip/Ip(vex)-ratio
before strong irradiation with a broad band light source (150 Watt Xe

lamp for 20 minutes). Curve A: Fluorescence » 21740 cm-1 and

Phosphorescence = 19050 cm-1. Curve B: Fluorescence = 22730 cm-1 and

Phosphorescence = 19050 cm .
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Fig. 4.9 Changing absorption spectra upon intense broad band irradiation

(150 Watt Xe lamp, the irradiation time, T, is in minutes).

The effect of irradiation with intense light from a Xenon lamp on

the spectrum of DMNA in ethanol at 77 K is similar. A broad band range

from 350-450 nm was selected. Both the fluorescence and the

phosphorescence intensities are lowered by the irradiation, but the

decrease of the phosphorescence is definitely larger than that of the

fluorescence. Note, that the spectral shape of the phosphorescence and

fluorescence remain essentially unchanged. Fig. 4.8 shows the ratio of

the Ip/Ip(vez) before and after irradiation. Note, that the Ip/Ip<vex)
does not decrease uniformly; a larger decrease may be observed in the red

edge, at about 24500 cm-1. The photochemical changes may also be

observed in the absorption spectrum. Besides a distinct decrease of the

entire absorption band, a clear change in its spectral shape may be

observed: The decrease is smaller at the absorption shoulder at
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24460 cm (408.8 nm) than at the absorption maximum at 25250 cm

(396.1 nm). This together with a new absorption in the red edge of the

absorption band results in a shift of the absorption maximum from

25250 cm-1 to 24560 cm-1 (415.7 nm). Thus, at least some of the

photoproducts have an absorption spectrum that strongly overlaps with the

absorption spectrum of a fresh solution. The relevant spectra are shown

in fig. 4.9.

4.3 CONCLUSION

In summary the results for ethanol show:

- a concentration, cooling rate and oxygen content Independent fip/fip-

ratio, in agreement with [Kha73].

- a solvent and H20 concentration dependent fip/Ip-ratio, indicating that

the environment plays a role. A temperature dependent Sp/fip-ratio in

agreement with the expectations of [Flo761.

- an excitation frequency dependent Ip/fip-ratio, Implying either a

multicomponent sample or a wavelength dependent branching ratio

between the IC and ISC rates.

- a double exponential phosphorescence decay, with distinct spectra

associated with each lifetime, i.e. a non-uniform phosphorescence.

- a ground-state repopulation observed in fluorescence with essentially

the same time constant as the principle phosphorescence decay. Thus

at least part of the fluorescence and phosphorescence are kinetically

related.

- a time-dependent fluorescence spectra and a enquiry-frequency

dependent a-factor in the repopulation experiment indicating a non¬

uniform fluorescence.

- a change in the Sp/fip-ratio upon irradiation of the sample both with

narrow and broad band light sources.

- a change in the shape of Ip/Ip(vex) upon irradiation indicates non-

uniformity in either the fluorescence or the phosphorescence, or both.

In particular, this rules out the possibility of two species, one of

which only fluoresces and the other which only phosphoresces.
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When taken individually none of the results is conclusive with

respeot to the origin of the excitation-dependent emission of DMNA in

EtOH. However, as an ensemble considered simultaneously, the only expla¬

nation that fits our experimental results is that excitation-dependent

emission of DMNA in EtOH is due to non-uniformities in the sample.

Aggregates must be ruled out, in agreement with [Kha73], because of the

effect is independent of concentration. Thus, it is beyond all reason¬

able doubt that there is more than one emitting species which contribute

to the observed effects. From our experiments little may be said to the

nature of these species. For simplicity it is assumed that there are two

main species emitting in the samples and the following hypothesises are

constructed in an attempt to rationalize the observed phenomena.

Hypothesis 1: H-bond formation. In principle, the DMNA molecule may

form two different types of H-bonds to the protic solvent, i.e. to either

the amino or the nitro group. The results obtained for fluid

alcohols [Kam71, Kam73, Hab79] would suggest H-bond formation to the

nitro-group. However, H-bond formation to the amino group has also been

proposed [Dub83] for rigid matrices, resulting in a twisted ground state.

Note that dynamic studies suggest that at room temperature a partially

formed ground state H-bond may be strengthened in the excited state,

resulting in a geometry change and giving rise to a dual

fluorescence [Wan82]. Thus, a number of different H-bonded conformers of

the DMNA molecule may be present in our samples. The fact that the

Sp/fip-ratio ohanges with H20 concentration speaks for a H-bonding effect.

Further, the temperature dependence of the ip/Sp-ratio and the

phosphorescence lifetimes may be explained by considering that inter-

ethanol H-bonding (chain building) is temperature dependent. Using this

hypothesis the TRES spectra result from different H-bonded species. The

photochemistry could be explained by small differences in at least one of

the photophyslcal parameters, absorption spectra, quantum yields, ISC

rate, and IC rate for the H-bonded and free forms.

Hypothesis 2: Rotamers. The DMNA molecule has two possible rotation

coordinates: the amino-phenyl and the nitro-phenyl axes. Fundamentally,

a distribution of rotation angles is always present, and freezing the

solvent may fix this distribution. Naturally, the different rotamers

possess different energetics, and the excitation-dependent Sp/fip-ratio
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may be explained by different excitation spectra, lifetimes, ISC rates,

IC rates and quantum yields for the different rotamers [Dub84]. In this

regime, the TRES results represent 'averages' of different rotameric

classes, and temperature dependence of the fip/fip-ratio and the

phosphorescence lifetimes could be explained by changing the populations

of the rotamers. Indeed, the H20 dependence may be considered to alter

the polarity of the solvent, and thereby influence the energetics of the

rotamers and their distribution. Once again, the photochemistry could be

explained by small differences in the molecular parameters (vide supra).

Moreover, it should be pointed out that a combination effect of

different ground state rotamers due to H-bonding and H-bond formation in

the excited state must also be considered. Notwithstanding these

hypotheses, the results indicate that the Sp/fip-ratio is not a

characteristic of the isolated molecule but must be considered to be a

characteristic of the different molecule-solvent environments.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY

Kasha's rule provides a basis for interpreting luminescence spectra

and is extensively used in both photophyslcal and analytical chemistry

because of its wide validity. The notion that a 'chemically pure'

compound is characterized by its excitation-independent emission spectra

(and its emission-independent excitation spectra) is fundamental to many

conventional applications of luminescence spectroscopy. An excitation-

dependent emission may be used as an indicator that more than one

component is present in the sample, and is applied frequently in the

analysis of mixtures.

However, excitation-dependent emission spectra have been observed in

solutions of what were thought to be 'chemically pure' compounds. This

poses the question of the origin of this excitation dependent emission.

Two reasons have been given:

1) unusual kinetics within the relaxation pathways

2) the presence of different forms of a molecule due to either different

conformers or solute-solvent interactions, or a combination of both.

This question is the central theme of this thesis. Explanations are

sought for the excitation dependent emission of phenazine and para-N,N-

dimethylnitroaniline.

In order to study these systems the experimental techniques avail¬

able had to be significantly improved and expanded. The major achieve¬

ments of the work detailed in chapter 2 are:
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1) The measurement of TDS with a high-resolution computer-controlled

spectrometer equipped with a single-photon counting detector. The

most appropriate measuring technique for a given problem may be used.

The time necessary to perform experiments has been significantly

reduced due to an efficient scanning procedure. The results obtained

may be treated with the existing analysis and graphics software.

2) The development of a Multichannel Scaler (MCS) allowing discrete

transient signals to be accumulated. This instrument has been

integrated into the computer-controlled spectrometer environment and

may be easily used to measure phosphorescence lifetimes in the range

of microseconds to seconds. This represents an improvement of two

orders of magnitude over the original apparatus. The MCS may also be

applied to efficiently measure time-resolved phosphorescence spectra.

3) The phosphorescence lifetimes measured with the MCS may be

subsequently analysed with a non-linear least squares procedure to

obtain accurate estimates of the radiative lifetimes. An analysis of

the time-resolved emission spectra provides the lifetimes and the

corresponding subspectra.

In chapter 3 the techniques developed have been used in conjunction

with other techniques to show that the excitation dependent

phosphorescence of phenazine in ethanol at 77 K is due to three forms of

the phenazine molecule: free. H-bonded molecules and doubly H-bonded

molecules.

In chapter 4 the excitation dependent fluorescence to

phosphorescence ratio of para-N.N-dimetbylnitroaniline (DMNA) in ethanol

has been examined. The results obtained indicate that the luminescence

behaviour of DMNA, which have previously been attributed to anomalous

relaxation pathways in the isolated molecule, is due to subtle differ¬

ences in the molecular environment. The luminescent properties are

ascribed to different H-bonded or rotameric forms, their energy being

significantly determined by the local solvent polarity.

Total Luminescence Spectroscopy (TLS) has been shown to be an

extremely useful tool in the analysis not only of multicomponent systems,

but also in the investigation of interesting photophyslcal effects that

lead to excitation-dependent emission spectra. TLS allows the complex
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luminescence properties of a sample to be presented in a concise form and

aids interpretation. Further improvements in TLS may be expected due to:

1) the application of improved solid state multichannel detectors

2) the application of pattern recognition and image processing algorithms

to the TLS data.
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APPENDIX A

SPECTROMETER AND MULTICHANNEL SCALER SOFTWARE

The following data types and procedure definitions describe

components of the computer-controlled spectrometer and

processes used during an experiment.

(extracts from all.def}

TYPE

DRDevice - (DRVll)

RECORD

CSRAddress: Word; (hardware address]

OUTAddress: Word; (output address)

INAddress: Word; (input address]

Vector: Word; (interrupt vector)

Priority: Word; {interrupt priority)

END;

KWDevice = (KWV11C)

RECORD

CSRAddress: Word; (CSR address)

BPRAddress: Word; (BPR address)

Vector: Word; (interrupt vector]

Priority: Word; {interrupt priority]

END;

Counter = {100 MHz NIM binary counter)

RECORD

InDevl: DRDevice; {first DRVll — use only input)

InDev2: DRDevice; (second DRVll — use only input)

END;

ClkParTyp » {Clock parameters - for KWV11C)
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RECORD

CSR: Word; {Control and Status Register)

BPR: Word; {Buffer / Preset Register)

END;

Int4Typ •

RECORD

High: Word; {Integer*4 representation)

Low: Word; {requires 2x16 bit words}

END;

LenParTyp Int4Typ;

CouDatTyp - Int4Typ;

pointertolist = 1SL0PE;

SLOPE =

RECORD

length: Integer;

list: ARRAY [0..25S] OF

RECORD

factor, rate: Integer

END;

END;

CONST

PR7 - 340B;

(DRVlls — declaration of addresses, priority and vector)

DRO - DRDevice(170440B, 170442B, 170444B, 300B, PR7);

DR1 = DRDevice(170450B. 170452B, 1704S4B, 310B, PR7);

DR2 = DRDevice(170460B. 170462B, 170464B. 320B, PR7);

DR3 = DRDevice(170470B, 170472B, 170474B. 330B, PR7);

DR4 = DRDevice(170500B, 170502B, 170504B, 340B, PR7);

DR5 « DRDevice(170S10B, 170512B, 170514B, 350B, PR7);

{KWVllCs — declaration of addresses, priority and vector)

KWO = KWDevice(170600B, 170602B, 440B, PR7);

KW1 = KWDevice(170610B, 170612B, 450B, PR7);

{Counters — declaration of DRVlls used )

CounterO = Counter(DRO, DR1);

Counter1 = Counter(DR2, DR3);

CONST {default parameters for SPEX 1402 Monochromators and GIO)
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DefPosition = 4000.0; (Angstroms)

DefBacklash = 5000; {steps}

DefSpeed = 500.0; (steps per second}

DefStep = 0.02; {step length)

DefExFwd = 512; {2**9}

DefExBkd = 2048; {2**11}

DefEmFwd = 256; {2**8}

DefEmBkd = 1024; {2**10}

DefMin = 1000.0; {angstroms}

DefMax = 9000.0; {angstroms}

LoadBuffer = 128; {2**7}

ResetCounter = 64; {2**6}

PulseShutterOpen = 16; {2**4}

PulseShutterClose = 32; {2**5}

TriggerPulse = 64; {2**6}

TYPE

MonoType = { Generalized Monochromator — internal data type]

RECORD

Description: (emlss, exclt); {one or the other}

Position: Real; {in steps}

Backlash: Integer; (in steps}

ForSpeed: Real; (steps per second)

BackSpeed: Real; {steps per second}

MaxSpeed: Real; {maximum speed in slew}

ZeroPos: Real; {zero position}

Step: Real; (in Angstroms per step}

ForwardBit: Word; {bit to go forward)

BackwardBit: Word; {bit to go backward)

Minimum: Real; (minimum position Angstroms}

Maximum: Real; {maximum position in Angstroms)

END;

PROCEDURE Mslope(n: Integer; { Number of steps in function]

s: Real; { time of accel/decel phase( sec ) }

min: Real; { Minimum speed)

max: Real; { Maximum speed}

p: pointertolist { pointer to table} );
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PROCEDURE newslope(VAR p: pointertolist);

FUNCTION DRRead(DR: DRDevice): Word;

PROCEDURE DRWrite(DR: DRDevice;

W: Word);

FUNCTION DRCSRRead(DR: DRDevice): Word;

PROCEDURE DRCSRWrite(DR: DRDevice;

W: Word);

FUNCTION itor(i: Int4Typ): Real; {converts Int4Typ (1*4) to real)

FUNCTION rtoKr: Real): Int4Typ; {converts real to InUTyp (1*4))

FUNCTION MonoFileOk: Boolean;

PROCEDURE ReadMonoPars(VAR Ml. M2: MonoType);

{ Note: Initialize Ml.Description := emiss and M2.Description := exclt }

{ before calling ReadMonoPars )

PROCEDURE WriteMonoPars(VAR Ml, M2: MonoType { Note: Var for space II) );

PROCEDURE MonoPosWrite(VAR Ml, M2: MonoType { Note: Var for space II) );

FUNCTION MonoCalculate(VAR M: MonoType): Real; { returns position in A }

PROCEDURE OetMonoPars(VAR Ml, M2: MonoType);

PROCEDURE PutMonoPara(VAR Ml, M2: MonoType { Note: Var for space II) );

FUNCTION CloekRate(time: Real): ClkParTyp;

PROCEDURE MMove(OutWord: Word;

LenPar: LenParTyp;

OutDev: DRDevice;
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ClkPar: ClkParTyp;

ClkDev: KWDevice);

PROCEDURE MScan(FirstWord: Word;

MiddleWord: Word;

LastWord: Word;

LenPar: LenParTyp;

OutDev: DRDevice;

ClkPar: ClkParTyp;

ClkDev: KWDevice;

Cntrl: Counter;

VAR Datal: CouDatTyp;

Cntr2: Counter;

VAR Data2: CouDatTyp);

PROCEDURE MScan2(FirstWord: Word;

MiddleWordl: Word;

MiddleWord2: Word;

LastWord: Word;

LenParl: LenParTyp;

LenPar2: LenParTyp;

OutDev: DRDevice;

ClkPar1: ClkParTyp;

ClkDevl: KWDevice;

ClkPar2: ClkParTyp;

ClkDev2: KWDevice;

Cntrl: Counter;

VAR Datal: CouDatTyp;

Cntr2: Counter;

VAR Data2: CouDatTyp);

PROCEDURE MSlew(OutWord: Word;

LenPar: LenParTyp;

OutDev: DRDevice;

ClkDev: KWDevice);

PROCEDURE SlewMonos(VAR Ml: MonoType;

Destl: Real (in Angstroms) ;
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VAR M2: MonoType;

Dest2: Real {in Angstroms) ;

VAR MonoError: Word);

PROCEDURE MoveMonos(VAR Ml: MonoType;

Destl: Real {in Angstroms] ;

VAR M2: MonoType;

Dest2: Real {in Angstroms] ;

VAR MonoError: Word);

PROCEDURE SyncMeasure(VAR Ml: MonoType;

Destl: Real {in Angstroms) ;

VAR M2: MonoType;

Dest2: Real {in Angstroms) ;

Interval: Real (in seconds) ;

VAR CO, CI: Real);

PROCEDURE Measure(Interval: Real;

VAR CO. CI: Real);
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ABSTRACT

Total Luminescence Spectroscopy (TLS) is a new experimental technique

suitable for studying excitation-dependent emission processes. The data

obtained from TLS, a Two-Dimensional Spectrum (TDS), may be represented

as intensity values over the excitation-emission plane. In the past TLS

has been mainly employed in the quantitative and qualitative analysis of

mixtures containing luminescent molecules. In this thesis, TLS was

applied to molecular systems that do not obey Kasha's rule. The experi¬

mental techniques required to measure TDS using a high-resolution

computer-controlled spectrometer have been developed, and a Multichannel

Scaler (MCS) has been constructed and integrated into the spectrometer /

experimental environment, allowing Phosphorescence Lifetimes (PLs) in the

microsecond to second time-scale to be easily measured and subsequently

analysed. These experimental tools have been applied to the anomalous

luminescent behaviour of phenazine and para-N,N-dimethylnitroaniline in

ethanolic solvents at cryostatic temperatures. The results indicate

that:

1) the excitation-dependent emission of phenazine in ethanol at 77 K is

due to three (3) different forms of the molecule: free, H-bonded

molecules and doubly H-bonded phenazine molecules.

2) the anomalous luminescence behaviour of DMNA in ethanol at cryostatic

temperature is due to subtle differences in the molecular environment,

rather than a characteristic of the isolated molecule. The

luminescent properties are ascribed to different H-bonded or rotameric

forms, their energy levels being significantly determined by the local

solvent polarity.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Totale Lumineszenz Spektroskopie (TLS) ist eine neue experimentelle

Methode, die fur das Studium anregungsabhangiger Emissionsprozesse

geeignet ist. Die TLS-Daten eines zweidimensionalen Spektrums (TDS)

kSnnen als IntensitStswerte uber der Anregungs-Emissions-Ebene

dargestellt werden. In der Vergangenheit wurde TLS hauptsachlich fur die

quantitative und qualitative Analyse von Mlschungen lumineszierender

Kolekule angewandt. In dieser Arbeit wird TLS zum Studium von

molekularen Systemen, die Abweichung von der Kasha-Regel zeigen,

eingesetzt. Experimentelle Metnoden fur die TDS-Messung mit einem

hochauflosenden, computergesteuerten Spektrometer sind entwickelt worden.

Ein im Haus entwlckelter Mehrkanalzahler (MCS) 1st in die Apparatur

integriert worden. Dieser ermoglicht die Messung von

Phosphoreszenzzerfalien (PLs) mit einer Zeitauflosung von Mikrosekunden

bis Sekunden und deren Analyse. Diese Mittel sind zum Studium des

komplexen Lumineszenzverhaltens von Phenazin und para-N, N-

dimethylnitroanilin (DMNA) in Ethanol bei tiefen Temperaturen eingesetzt

worden. Die Resultate zeigen, dass

1) die anregungsabhanglge Emission des Phenazlns in Ethanol bei 77 K auf

drei verschiedene Formen des Molekuls zuruckzQfuhren ist: eine freie,

eine einfach wasserstoffgebundene und eine zweifach

wasserstoffgebundene Form.

2) das ungewBhnliche Lumineszenzverhalten von DMNA in Ethanol bei

kryostatischer Temperatur nicht eine Eigenschaft des isolierten

Molekules ist, sondern auf der unterschiedlichen Wechselwirkung der

Konformeren mit ihrer Umgebung beruht. Die Lumineszenzelgenschaften

wurden entweder verschiedenen wasserstoffgebundenen Oder rotameren

Formen zugeschrieben, deren Energiezustande wesentlich von der lokalen

LosungsmittelpolSritat abhangen.
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